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THE QUESTION MARK

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

Republican Candidate for
Representative
FROM ROCKLAND

Has been prominent in
Life-long resident of Rock
land.
Served city faithfully aa
mayor, establishing Domes
tic Science, Manual Train
ing and Commercial Courses
in the schools, and promot
ing the first good road
movement in Eastern Maine,
the Rockland-Rockport road.

Subscriptions |3.0U per year payable tn
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation ano
very reaaonable.
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Has been prominent in
every worthy movement for
Rockland.
Much interested in Hunt
ing, Fishing, Sports and
Athletics.
If elected will stand for
best interests of Community
and State.

I

Albert C. McLoon
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Republican Candidate for

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Register of Probate

A

He ie a candidate for re-

term

he

first

hit

hat rendered a

and

efficient

thoroughly

If re

impartial service.

elected he will continue to

serve courteously and well.

CHARLES L. VEAZIE

Albert Winslow

of Rockport
103-107

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

AND

NEAR

County Commissioner

election as Register of Pro
During

FAR

Democratic Candidate

resident of Knox County.

bate.

FROM

ARTISTS

This morning's bulletin (7 o’clock)
says that the French plane has been
Under Direction of Josef Hoffman Will Appear In Notable Come Smart Athletes To Compete In Events At Knox
sighted' on thia aide of the ocean,
and had covered 2090 miles at an
Trotting Park Yesterday
Rockport Concert Next Week
average epeed of 115 mllea. Adverse
winds on thia side were expected to
All lovers of music should avail eight he was heard by Anton Rubin
From early forenoon until late aft- 2d; Pendleton. Rockland, 3d. Timo
slow up the remainder of her flight.
The Question Mark is coming to New themselves of the opportunity to at stein, who predicted a career of ex ernoon there was something doing at 2.22 4-5.
tend one of the outstanding concerts ceptional brilliance for the youthful
Class B, 880 yard dash, won by R.
York via Canso.
of the season, to be given at the Rock prodigy. At the age of nine, Josef ' Knox Trotting Park yesterday, and W. Norwood, South Brewer; Palaport town hall, Wednesday evening, Hofmann was heard in Germany. those who chose to spend Labor Day | dino, Rockland. 2d; L. Bickmore.
Sept. 10. at 7.30 standard time, under France , England and Scandinavia. there felt well rewarded, especially i iRockland, 3d. Time, 2.23 1-5.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
the auspices of the Library Building Soon after, in 1887. he appeared for those who have a strong bent for
Class A. 1 mile run, won by Sewall.
Association, the proceeds to be placed the first time in the United States, fie’d and track athletics. With so Bowdoin; Pendleton, Rockland, 2d;
in the building fund. Five artist- where he gave forty concerts. The many competing attractions a large Dick Reed, Rockland, 3d. Time, 4.36.
students of the Curtis Institute of remarkable playing of the elcven- crowd could not be expected, but
Class B, 1 mile run, won by R. W.
Music of Philadelphia, which was year-old child aroused the enthusiasm W. B. D. Gray of Thomaston, Who Norwood, 'South Brewer; L. Nash,
founded and endowed by Mrs. Mary of Alfred Corning Clark of New York managed the affair feels so well Camden, 2d; R. Robinson, Thomas
Louise Curtis Bok, of Philadelphia and he generously offered to provide recompensed1 that he is already talk ton. 3d. Time. 5.10.
and Rockport, will present the pro the boy’s father with the necessary ing of a permanent organization to
Class A. 440 yard datfh, won by
gram, which has been arranged under means to further his musical educa handle athletics of this sort another Perry, Holy Cross; I vers, Brewer,
OF UNION
the personal direction of Josef Hof tion and artistic growth.
Young yeat*.
2d; Keene, Camden. 3d. Time. 1 m.
mann, world famous pianist, and the Josef then returned to Europe to
Class’A. 2 mile run. won by George
(Several schools and colleges were
director of the Curtis Institute.
study music in Berlin. Four years represented in the various events, Korbella, Karhn A. C-, Quincy, Mass.
The students, William Harms and later, in 1892. he became the pupil of representing three States and widely Time. 11.6.
Candidate for Repre
Josef Ivevine, are personal pupils Anton Rubinstein.
Class B, 2 mile run, won by It. Nor
scattered localities. The track was
of Mr. Hofmann and will be recalled
In 1894, then eighteen years old. in good shape and the program was wood, Brewer; A. Memi, Quincy, 2d:
for the brilliant artistry which they Hofmann returned to the concert well handled, thanks to Mr. Gray’s R. Robinson, Thomaston, 3d. Time,
sentative from Union,
displayed in the concert last summer platform. He toured Germany and
loyal and energetic assistants— 12.19.
at Rockport. Miss Judith Poska and England, and in 1896 made his Rus
Washington, Warren,
Class A. shot put, won by Dick
Theodore 'Richards of Rockport, Jack
Miss Celia Gomberg are students in sian debut. Two years later he again
in.; Ellems.
Kennedy of Camden, Mr. Cullen of Reed. Rockland. 43 ft.
violin of Madame Lea Luboshutz. toured the United States and since
Camden. 2d, 42 ft. 5^ in; Lynch.
and Rockport
Miss Poska made a most favorable then has been constantly before the Bath and John Creighton and Albert
Thomaston, 3d, 39 ft. 6%.
Spear of Bowdoin.
impression in the Camden concert of public as concert pianist.
Class B, shot put. won by Ted
While the track and field events
Aug. 19. by her beautiful playing and
Hofmann’s compositions are nu
Libby, Thomaston, 34 ft. 1 in.; H.
those who heard her will not wish to merous. His orchestra works have were in progress a crowd was watch
“If elected I favor tax re
Nickerson, Lincolnville, 30 ft. 3 in.;
miss the opportunity of hearing her been performed in the United States ! ing the pugilistic encounters in the
duction, equal eporting and
■ gain on this occasion.
Eugene and Europe by Nikisch, Schuch, Saf ring adj dning the judges'1 stand. A. Van Wert, Schenectady, 28 ft.
Class A, javelin, won by C. B. Os
Helmer, a student of Madame Isa onoff. Stokowski, Zach , Gabrilo- Among the forenoon features were
recreational privileges and
the bouts between Dow and Olsen good, Princeton, 160 ft. 1 in.; Abbott
belle Vengerova, will assist the vio- witsch, Damrosch and Stock.
and Wooster and Curtis, the first Spear, Bowdoin. 124 ft. 3 in.; G. Van
inists at the piano. The public here
• • • •
good roads.’
named boxer having the better of it Wert, Union College. 123 ft. 3 in.
has not yet had the pleasure of hear
Class B. Javelin, won by Ted Littby,
in each instance. The feature bout
Madame Lea Luboshutz
ing Miss Gomberg. but her coming
Thomaston. 138 ft.; A. Greenlaw,
104-107
from the Curtis Institute assures that
Lea Luboshutz was born in Odessa, of the afternoon was by AI. Wilson
she will be a treat to all music lovers. and began her concert career as a and Alabama Kid, a rugged affair, Rockland, 2d, 128 ft. 3 in.; H. Nicker
son, Lincolnville, 3d, 122 ft. 9 in.
• • • •
violinist at the age of six. Upon the with the contestants well matched.
Class A, high Jump, won by Mc
advice of Vassily Safonoff, noted The various referees were Jimmy
Josef Hofmann
Doherty, “Doc” Steward and Percy Laughlin, Bowdoin. 5 ft. 4 in.; G.
Russion
conductor,
she
pursued
her
Josef Hofmann was born of musical
Van Wert, Union College, 5 ft. 3 in.;
MdPhee.
parents—his father a teacher, pianist- studies at the Moscow Conservatory,
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
The track and field events resulted S. Douglass, Northeastern University,
where
he
was
director.
There
she
composer and orchestra leader of
5 ft. 3 in.
thus:
repute, and his mother a noted so was awarded a gold medal and, at
Class B. high jump, won bvW. Lx*vClass A, 100 yard dash, won by B.
the
age
of
sixteen,
was
heard
in
prano of the Cracow Municipal Opera.
Ivors, Brewer; McLaughlin, Bowdoin, ensaler, Concord, N. H.. 4 ft. 9 in.;
He began to study music before the recitals in Poland, Germany and 2d; Keene, Camden. 3d. Time 10.2.
L. Bickmore. Rockland, 2d. 4 ft. 7 in.
age of four; his first teacher was his I France. She appeared also as soloist
Class A, pole vault, won by George
Class B, 100 yard dash, won by
sister. A year later Hofmann senior with orchestras under the conductor- Levensaler, Concord; E. HoBbrook, Van Wert, Union College, 10 ft. 6
undertook the boy’s musical training. ship of Safonoff and Arthur Nikisch.
Camden, 2d; H. Cu»t, Old Town, 3d. in.; G. Cuazzo. University of Maine,
Josef Hofmann made his first pub This was followed by concerts in
2d 10 ft. 4 in.; Faxon, Boothbay,
Tim.' 11.2.
lic appearance in a town near War America and tours of European coun
Class A. 220 yard dash, won by H. 3d. 10 ft. 2 in.
Madame
Luboshutz later
saw when he was five years old. tries.
Class A, running broad jump, won
Other concerts followed in the lead studied for three years with Eugene Ivors, Brewer; Keene, Camden, 2d; by Ivers, Brewer, 20 ft. 3 1-6 in.;
ing cities of Poland and when he was Ysaye and became one of his most R. Cuozzo, University of Maine, 3d. Van Wert, Union College, 2d, 19 ft.
brilliant pupils. Since then she has Time 22.2.
appeared extensively in concerts and
Class B. 220 yard dash, won by W. 8 in.: McLaughlin, Bowdoin 3d. 16
I am completing my first
as soloist with leading orchestras, Levensaler, Concord’. 'L. Hopkins. ft. 6 in.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Class A, hammer throw, won by
both in the United iStates and abroad. Camden, 2d; E. Holbrook, 3d. Time
term. I have tried to be
• • » •
Cullen. Rockport, 141 ft. 2 in.; Ellems,
.23.
It is expected that both of these
Class B. 440 yardi dash, won by A. Camden. 2d, 101 ft. 2 in.; Faxon*
efficient end courteous, and
above-named famous musicians will Greenlaw, Rockland; 'L. Hopkins, Boothbay Harbor, 3d. 92 ft. 3 in.
Class B. discus, won by A. Green
be present at this concert.
Camden. 2d; Paladino, Rockland. 3d.
FOR
I leave the verdict to
The declared purpose of the Curtis Time, .55.
law, Rockland, 96 ft. 3 in; T.
Institute of Music is to hand down
Class A. 880 yard dash, won by G. Manner, Quincy. 2d, 65 ft.; H. Nlckthose who have had deal
through contemporary masters the iSewall. Old Town; Keene. Camden, erson, 'Lincolnville, 3d, 55 ft. 6 in.
great traditions of the past, and to
ings with the office.
teach students to build on this
ST.. GEORGE WINS FLAG
heritage fo^ the future. Rockport
may consider itself privileged to have
If it is favorable I should
concerts such as these by the Curtis
Institute artist-students.
like very much to be re
Tickets are on sale at the Rockport Crucial Game At Community Park Yesterday Forenoon
Hotel and in Camden at Morrow’s
elected for the second term,
Maurice Sawyer Gets “Best Sport” Prize
jewelry store, and the Whitehall Inn:
in
Rockland
at
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
which ie generally given.
I (see Miss Helen Dunbar). Reserved
St. George 8, Camden 3
seats may be had without additional
The concluding games in the Knox
Camden scored three runs ofT (Sim
charge by presenting tickets at the County-Twilight League were played
Rockport town hall on Monday and yesterday, but the championship wan mons in the first inning at Camden
Saturday, but unfortunately for that
Tuesday afternoons, Sept. 8 and 9,
not settled until St. George had de team its subsequent achievements
from 2 to 4 o’clock.
The program will be announced in feated Thomaston in the forenoon were represented by a succession of
the next issue.
game. St. George also won the aft zeroes. Three bad infield errors per
ernoon game from Thomaston, this mitted St. George to take the lead in
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
being played in connection with the the third inning and from that moment
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
the 'Harborites were never in real
Labor Day celebration at Tenant’s danger, as Camden had men on bases
Harbor. Rockland won from Camden only four times for the remainder of
RECORD
in Camden at the morning game and the game, and were able to make but
lost the afternoon game to Camden two singles off “Simmy.” The real
(Condensed to save
in this city. The scores are neces star of this game, however, was Daily,
advertising bills)
the Camden centerflclder. who caught
sarily deferred to Thursday’s is*ue,
eight flies in that and the adjoining
as
this
office
was
closed
during
the
Independent Democrat
fields most of them difficult ones.
holiday.
The summary:
RALPH W. JOHNSON
Congregationaliet
• » • •
St. George ....... 6 13 10 10 2 x—8
of Camden
One of the features of the forenoon Camden ........... 3 0000000 0—3
High School and College
Base hits, St. George 8, Camden 5.
Mr. Johnson was born at Kezar
game at Community Park was the
Graduate
Batteries, Simmons and Archer;
Falls, Maine, in 1882. When a small
presentation to Maurice Sawyer, the
Boynton and Thomas.
Two-base
boy of 11 years he moved with hie
Thomaston captain, of the ten-dollar hits, IShreiber, Boynton. Three-’base
About the right age
prize
offered
to
the
Knox
County
parents to Camden. He attended the
(47 on Sept. 7)
hit, Smith. Bases on balls, off Sim
League player, adjudged to be the
mons 1. off IBoynton 3. Struck out by
common schools of that town, after
best sport and of the greatest assist
Practicing Attorney since
Simmons 13. by Boynton 5. Errors,
which he was employed in the textile
ance to his team.
1028'
5.
The selection was made by the St. George 1 Camden
mills there.
• • a •
sporting
editor
of
The
Courier-Ga

For the past 17 years he has been
Married
The Kickapoo and Vinalhaven are
zette who based his finding on the
' in the employ of the Camden Lum
fact that Captain Sawyer has filled one-all in their three-game series,
Secretary and Treasurer
ber Co. and the J. H. Hobbs Co.
several positions with distinction, and the Coast Guardsmen having won the
Knox Bar Association
has persevered uncomplainingly in first 10 to 5 and the Islanders the sec
He has served the town of Cam
face of discouragements.
Captain ond game 10 to 9. The full scores will
den as chairman and a member of
appear in Thursday’s Issue.
Treasurer Knox Academy
Sawyer was given an ovation.
its Board of Selectmen for a number

On the Republican Ticket

lifelong

end

native

INSTITUTE

Number 103

For Register of Deeds

CHAS. L.
‘ VEAZIE

t

!
■
I

CURTIS

Volume 83

THREE CENT8 A COPY

Fred E. Burkett

Long bueiness experience
with the fisheries of Maine.
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Established January, 1846
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Tuesday)
Issue I
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For County Attorney

Republicans Support Your Parly!
George L. St. Clair
Republican Candidate for
State Senator from Knox
County.

Born

Hope, Me.

at

8outh

Lived in Rock

land since 13 years of age.

A

lifelong

resident

Knox County.

terms
from

as

of

Served two

Rspresentative

Rockland—1027-1929.

Secretary Knox General
Hospital

Nearly 35 years bueiness
experience in Knox Coun
ty.

T

Ensign Otis

With thia background

can surely be of service to

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

the people of Knox County

W. A. SMITH

in the State Senate.
101-107

Democratic Candidate for
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

I. LAWTON BRAY
>>

Republican
Nominee for
County
Treasurer
Will sincerely appre

Representative

given me by the vot
ers of Knox County

in

the election

on

Monday, September

Republican.

Nominee For Sheriff
102-103-105-107
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

County

ST. GEORGE

Commissioner

VINALHAVEN

NORTH HAVEN
and ISLE AU HAUT
A

candidate with

modern

with the history of govern

ment and alive to the need of

progressive

legislation.

On

the Democratic ticket, but

a

candidate of all the people,

regardleee of politics; and if
ests at all times.

109A105

FRANK F. HARDING

Candidate for

elected will serve their inter

8, 1930.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

102-107

Heth B. Wetherbee whfo has been
spending the summer In Camden,
leaves today for Boston. Hartford and
School Children Can Do i New York, where he will make brief
visits before going to St. Petersburg.
Better Work With Them I Ela.. for the winter. He has derived
much enjoyment from his Knox
—Timely Advice
County stay.

HEALTHY MOUTHS

Republican

ideas—-thoroughly conversant

ciate all the support

of terms. Last spring he was reelect
ed a member of the Board of Select
men under the new form of town gov
ernment. Each of his elections have
been with a majority vote.
As a candidate for County Com
missioner, Mr. Johnson goes before
the voters of Knox County as a man
who is a total abstainer, a man who
has the courage of his convictions,
working at all times for the good of
the town and the county in which he
I lives.
He is a member of the I.O.O.l?.'
Amity Lodge, F.&A.M., and a Granger.

A man whose business
training
ant)
technical
knowledge thoroughly
qualifies him to properly
fulfill the duties of the
office he seek*.

If elected he promises to
stand for the beet inter
ests of the County and to
perform his duties to the
best of hie ability, without
discrimination
and
un
biased by any motive ex
cept loyalty to his con
stituents.

ADIN L. HOPKINS
99 Bay View Street, Camden, Maine

iwi»'-i»;

"Maine school children average five
decayed teeth per mouth, by actual YOUR FAVORITE POEM
examination. That means that when
If I had to live my life again I would have
the schools open, which time Is very marlp • pile to read wine poetry and Ulten
soon, more than 925,000 badly decayed to some music at least once a week. The
or these tastes la a losi of happiness.—
teeth will prevent their owners from hiss
Charles Darwin.
doing their best iwork in reading,
THE SINGING IN GOD'S ACRE
writing and arithmetic.” Rays the
Maine 'State Department of Health, | Out yonder In the moonlight. wherein God's
Acre lies.
Division of Dental Hygiene.
Go angels walking to and fro, singing their
’’Children with healthy mouths can |
lullabies,
do better -school work than those with Their radiant wings are folded, and their eyes
are bended low,
unbrushed and' decayed teeth. The ’ As they
elng among the beds whereon the
child who Is suffering with a tooth
flowers delight to grow—
“Sleep, oh sleep 1
ache and who Is dragged down by the
The Shepherd guardeth His sheep.
infection from decayed teeth can not
Fast speedeth the night away,
apply Ms mind sufficiently well to
Soon cometh the glorious day :
Sleep, weary ones, while ye may.
keep up with his grade. The four
Sleep, oh, sleep!”
rules to keep a healthy mouth are
The flowers within God’s Acre see that fair
these:
and wondrous sight.
Eat a balanced diet containing And hear
the angels singing to the sleepers
plenty of fresh vegetables and un
through the night:
cooked fruits, milk and coarse breads. And lo! throughout the hours of day those
gentle flowers prolong
Chew all food thoroughly.
The music of the angels In that tender
Brush the month and teeth vigor
slumber-song—
“Sleep, oh, sleep!
ously at least twice a day.
The 'Shepherd loveth His ,sheep.
Visit your family dentist at least
He that guardeth iHls flock the best
Hath fnldeth them to His loving breast:
twice yearly to have your teeth
So sleep ye now and take your rest.
cleaned and repaired.
Sleep, oh. sleep I”
"Too often parents wait until their
child complains of a toothache be From angel and from flower the years have
learned that soothing song,
1
fore taking him to theilr dentist. Pre And with Its heavenly music speed the days
ventative measures—the above rules
and nights along;
—practiced regularly will save a So through all time, whose (flight the Shepherd's
vigils glorify.
great deal of time, trouble and »x- God's Acre slumbereth lu the grace of that
sweet lullaby—
pense.
“Sleep, oh. sleep!
"If all parents would attend tn their
The Shepherd loveth His sheep.
ehfldren's teeth before school begins i Past speeileth the right, away.
Soon cometh the glorious day :
we would have fewer ’repeaters’,
Sleep, weary ones, while ye tnay.
fewer absences and lietter re|s>rt
Sleep, oh. sleep 1"

cards,"

. ,

—Eugene Field,

Every^Other-Day
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Rockland, Me., Sept. JJ, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
jfllce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Aug. 30, 1930, there was
printed a total of 6337 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Be ye stedfast, unmovable always
abounding in the work of the Lord.—
I. Cor. 15:58.
NOTED SPEAKER COMING

Knox

County

Republicans

who

listened to Congressman MacLafferty
of California when he spoke here in
the campaign of two years ago, will
look forward with pleasure to that

gentleman’s appearance in our city
Thursday evening of this week, when
he will discuss some of the phases of
the pending election, and show how
the result in Maine is to have an

important national application. Con

gressman

MacLafferfty

is

ranked

among the most brilliant . platform
speakers of the present time, is recog

nized as one of the foremost figures

in public life and his views upon the
questions of the dajr are entitled to

careful consideration.
That general labor conditions in
Maine are steadily improving is
suggested by the statement made to
the government department of labor
by State Commissioner Beals. Not
all branches have yet exhibited
increased activity, but for the most
part the outlook is cheerful, as these
paragraphs in the statement set
forth:
Employment in the building trades
is below normal for this season of the
year in some localities.
State highway and second and third
class road work and bridge building
are furnishing employment for ap
proximately 12.000 men.
The sardine factories are operating
to capacity in nearly every plant, this
industry alone furnishing employment
to approximately 5000 workers.
The blueberry canning season Just
closing has furnished employment to
a large number in the eastern section
of the State, where a bumper crop is
being harvested.
In the near future there will be a
large demand for potato pickers in
Aroostook County.
Corn canning factories now opening
afford employment to many in the
smaller towns in which the factories
are located.
Common labor is well employed,
any apparent surplus being accounted
for by the fact that a number of
industrial employes who have been
released are seeking out-of-doors em
ployment.
The large terminal development at
Portland is affording employment to a
large crew of skilled and common
labor.
Work continues at the Wyman Dam
in Bingham, where approximately
1200 men are employed.

PEDESTRIAN RIGHTS
George Horace Lorimer De
clares Roadbuilding Should
Take Them Into Account
[Saturday Evening Post Editorial)
In all discussions of the traffic
problem much is said of the legal
rights of the pedestrian. Under our
system of government the rights of
the individual are a very important
feature, and in cases of injury to the
pedestrian by an automobile the
question of the walker's legal rights
Is. of course, highly essential. But
looking at the subject of accidents in
a broader way, prevention is what we
are all after rather than legal status.
What both the right-minded automobilist and the pedestrian desire are
safety, protection and a reasonable
opportunity to proceed.
Common
sense should come before legal deter
mination. and engineering is more of
a solution than any court.
It is useless to debate the point of
whether in an accident walker or
driver is the more to blame. The
pedestrian may be careless almost to
the point of criminality, but many a
driver is absolutely malicious in the
way he usurps the pedestrian's right
to crosswalks and also the walker's
right of way ov«< right-turning mo
tor vehicles at controlled intersec
tions. There is real force to the argu
ment behind greater pedestrian con
trol. but the pedestrian cannot be ex
pected to give up his freedom of
movement until he is offered an
equivalent value in definite‘protection
and convenience.
The difficulties of reaching such an
adjustment or equivalence are great.
Thus anv change in street or high
way construction which tends to
separate vehicle and pedestrian is to
be urgently welcomed. This is so ob
vious, so self-evident, that it is dis
tressing in the extreme to realize that
thousands of miles of hard-surfaced
modern highway are being built
through rural districts without mak
ing any provision for the sidewalks,
even through settlements.
A recent study of thirty-six states
shows that only seven have any pro
vision for state aid In building such
sidewalks, and in these seven the pro
vision. with one exception, is rarely
exercised. Yet a very large numbs'
of pedestrians are killed a t night
while walking along unlighted rural
highways. Frequently they have ro
alternative except to walk in the ditch.
This is a condition which seems to u>
inexcusable, and reflects upon the
common sense and good judgment of
the state highway commissions.
Nor is it quite clear why the United
States Bureau of Public Reads, which,
through control of vast sums of Fed
eral-aid money, is able to influen e
the type of highway building, does
not bring sufficient pressure to
remedy this crying evil. It is no
excuse to say that state legislatures
and Congress will not appropriate the
money.
If there were the same
eagerness on the part of the highway
authorities to prevent accidents its
there is to get more miles of concrete
laid down, the money could lie found
for preventive measures. If there is
enough money to build highways,
there is enough to build them safely
for all concerned.

I

______

Gov. Gardiner Increases the Time Ten Days To Add To f
the Great Success Already Scored

*

Governor Wm. Tudor Gardiner today announces that on account
of the rush of motorists throughout the state to the official stations to
have their motor vehicles inspected and to obtain the official sti'ker it
had been decided to extend the “Save-a-Life” campaign ten days.
This will give all motorists who have been delayed an opportunity to
take part in the New England campaign in which Maine is playing
an important part.
Eight hundred and fifty inspection stations will continue to inspect
. cars free of charge and as soon as the cars are found to be in a safe
condition the official sticker will be affixed to the right hand corner of
the windshield. This action on the part of the Governor is due co the
many requests that are coining in from all parts of the state asking
for an extension of time. The Governor stated that he was more
than pleased at the wholehearted cooperation given this campaign by
the citizens of Maine.
Governor Gardiner very urgently asks all motorists who have not
vet had their motor vehicles inspected to do so at once, so that Maine
can take the lead over all other New England states in having the
greatest number of cars inspected in proportion to the number of cars
registered. He also wishes to thank the press, the automobile indus
try, the Maine Automobile Association, the police, chambers of com
merce, patrons of husbandry, civic clubs, and all other agencies who
have helped to make this campaign a real success.

MANY NEW FACES

STATE ELECTION
(September 8.th)

At Least 26 of Them Will

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
For United States Senator

Character and Intention To Pay Should Be Basis of All
Charge Accounts—Why Financing Costs Are High

Be Seen When Next Con
gress Convenes

WALLACE H. WHITE. JR.

A wit once wrote that even if some man did build a better mouse
trap; even if the world did hear of it and beat a path to his door, plenty
of mice would still live to a ripe old age if he refused to sell it on credit.
For it is a fact that no man—no business man—will or ever would
give a second thought to doing business on a credit basis with people w ho
want credit and who are people of honor and of sound Judgment . . .
People of honor whose legitimate debts are paid, and of sound judgment
who do not contract unwise deibts.
It is for that class which does not want to pay the price of credit
tha tthe cash stores of today are created.
iSo we tind that credit is a boomerang. Eighty per cent of the busi
ness all over the country, which /figure is no doubt comparably sound here
in Rockland, is done on credit. If credit were not available, much less
wouldJbe done. (But if credit were sounder, much more would be done.
For example, we probably could not buy automobiles if we could not
buy them on credit (for the present prices). What per cent of present
users would accumulate enough to pay cash? And yet the coet ©financ
ing cars is higher than it need to be, we are told, because finance companies
are forced to repossess cars daily because/ of poor credit accounts.
On another page of this issue appears a message from our business
and professional men. Some sell for cash and some for credit. But all
the world over, you’ll Ifind It’s true if you ask them, that it’s patting the
cash, and giving the credit that keeps them wofried. Credit has built up
many a large retail business and yet kept it from ever becoming pros
perous. Credit brings the buyer to the store first, our storekeeper tells us,
but turns him away w hen he has unwisely built up an account too difiicult
for him to pay. CREDIT LS A BOoMERAING.
if we (keep our credit better with our merchant, he can keep it better
with his jobber, llis jobber can do the same; all can buy for lefcs; all can
sell for less; all can be more prosperous; and we can get more for our
money. So the circle continues and prosperity grows.
The Thrift Commandments are well worthy |of studj'. This is not
a message asking for the payment of bill, it is a logical explanation of a
point we all know but that some of us occasionally forget. In the long run
no one can prosper at the expense of others. And one of the beet forma of
■working /for our own benefit is to spend our money wisely, getting as
much for it as possible. And one form of doing that is to keep credit*
conditions in -Rockland as strong as possible.

At least 26 new faces will appear in
the House of the 72d Congress as the
result of voluntary cyid Involuntary
“ON-TO-BOSTON”
For Governor
retirement of present members.
WM. TUDOR GARDINER
Fourteen Republicans and seven Famous Speakers Are To Be
of Gardiner
Democrats have relinquished their
seats or announced their Intention to
Heard At National Legion
For Congressman
do so at the end of the present Con
Convention
gress, while three Republicans and
DONALD B. PARTRIDGE
two Democrats have been forced out
of Norway
through defeat in primaries.
Gen. Albert Greenlaw’, chairman of
Of the voluntary departures, six the On-to-!Boston committee of the
For State Auditor
of the majority and one of the minor
ELBERT D. HAYFORD
ity were occasioned by Senatorial as Maine American Legion, announces
of Farmingdale
pirations. In all but two instances, that several prominent men had been
these representatives have won Sena procured as speakers at the National
For State Senator
torial nominations.
Legion Convention to be held In
Ruth
Hanna
McCormic. . after Boston. Oct. 6-9, among them being
GEORGE L. ST. CLAIR
serving one House term, has been President Hoover. Calvin Coolidge
of Rockland
nominated by Illinois Republicans for
former President, Gen. John J. Persh
the Senate. Representatives White of
For Register of Probate
ing. commander-4n-chief of the
Maine, Dickinson of Iowa, and
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
Pritchard of North Carolina, also American Forces during the war.
of Rockport
have been selected Republican Sena Admiral Benson, commander of the
torial choices. In their States. Cordell Naval Forces during the war, and
For County Treasurer
Hull, of Tennessee, is the lone Demo either A1 Smith or Gov. Roosevelt of
IRVING LAWTON BRAY
crat
nominated for a place in the Sen New York.
of Rockland
An extensive radio program has been
ate..
Representatives Fort of New Jersey arranged which will start Sept. 18
For Register of Deeds
ami Sproul of Kansas, Republicans, and continue each night until the
ALBERT WINSLOW
were defeated, the former by Am convention opens. The first night will
of Rockland
bassador Dwight Morrow and the be given over to Massachusetts at j
latter by Senator Allen.
which time the Marching Song of I
For Sheriff
The involuntary retirement list, Massachusetts w’ill 'be broadcast from
FRANK F. HARDING
1 which.may be increased in late pri- Faneull Hall.
of Rockland
maries, now consists of RepresentsThe second night w ill be California
11Ives Sears of Nebraska, Chalmers of
Night and 1009 Californians are
For County Attorney
j Ohio, and Michaelson of Illinois, Re
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL
| publicans, and Box of Texas, and scheduled to sing their marching
song through the microphone. An
of Rockland
Whitehead of Virginia, Democrats,
A desire to re-enter the business address will be given by the Governor
For County Commissioner
world, old age. long public service of California at this time. Three
ADIN L. HOPKINS
and purely personal matters have thousand Californian Legionnaires
are expected to attend the convention.
been given as reasons for the volun
of Camden
Sept. 20 will be Maine night on the
tary retirements.
MaJ. Charles Manly Stedman, the radio hook-up. The broadcast w ill l>e
For Representatives to Legislature
only Civil War veteran remaining in made from iPortland during which
Rockland—Albert C. McLoon.
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston, the House, will go “home for a rest” Gov. Gardiner will explain the plans
Friendship, Cushing, and Owl’s Head next March, concluding 20 years as a made for Maine at the convention.
Democratic
Representative
from Gen. Gieenlaw said that -he expected
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
North Carolina at the age of 90.
that more than 5.000 Legionnaires
Rockport, Warren, Union and
Representative Walnright. Rcpubll
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of can. New York, a veteran of both the from the Pine Tree State would at
tend the convention.
Union.
Spanish-American and World Wars
Following is the program from
Camden, Hope and Appleton— also plans to retire. Moore, Virginia
George E. Allen of Camden.
Democrat, likewise has determined to which only minor deviations will be
made: Saturday. Oct. 4—HarvardVinalhaven, North Haven, St. withdraw after 12 years service.
George, Isle au Haut and Matinicus
Pearl Peden Oldfield, of Arkansas Vermont football game. Stadium.
Sunday, Oct. 5, 2 p. m.—Meeting of
—Granville Bachelder of St. George. one of the three women T>emocra
in the House, wishes to leave her legion Standing National commit
office next March.
tees. 3 p. m. sight seeing tours, Lex
BUSY AT GOLF
Two Pennsylvania Republicans. ington and Concord, etc. Tercenten
Waters and Estcrly. plan to return to
$100,000 pageant float parade.
Annual Cup Matches Now In private business. Bingham. Republi ary
8 p. m.. Memorial meeting Faneull
can. Vermont, has accepted a post Hall (Cradle of Liberty). 9 p. m.. opProgress — Tournament with an insurance company.
Hudspeth of Texas, and Fisher of
and Caddy Winners
Tennessee, both Democrats, will re
tire for personal reasons. Another
These are busy days at the Country Democrat, Jeremiah -O’Connell of
Club, the fair weather allowing golf Rhode Island, has resigned to accept
ers full swing, so that the course is a State Supreme court judgeship.
alive with players—many of them
Hoffman of New Jersey, has been
from distant states.
appointed State Automobile Com
The annual cup match opens this missioner and Williams of Illinois,
week, always a stiff contest.
has been made a judge of the Dis
The annual caddy match was played trict Court of Claims. Both are Re
off last week, the youngsters turning publicans.
Frank M . Ramey, of
in some excellent cards. I^eon 'Smith Illinois, and Walker of Kentucky all
was the winner, with frank Mazzeo Republicans, declined to enter another
runner-up.
Bruno Mazzeo of the campaign because of personal affairs.
beaten four was winner, N. Mazzeo
runner-up. C. Babbidge won in the
second eight. In the qualifying round
Johnny Mazzeo made the low medal
score. The Mazzeo family was much
MAIN
in evidence. This evening the cad
SPRING
dies are given a supper at the club
house.
Today is being played the annual
Be particular in the
cup match between the Rotary and
Forty Clubs.
choosing of ja beverage.
WALK-OVER
In 'Saturday's weekly tournament A.
Insist on purity!
C. Jones was the fourth time a win
ner with a net 67. L. E. Ward well
Specify Mount Zircon!
was runner-up with net 69 and W. O.
Fuller's net 74 took third prize. The
scores:
A. C ilones .....
SC
L E Wardwell
n
W. O. Fuller ..
lull
of Lewiston

ARCH

r. R. Boardman ............
Hiunter (/rant ..............
H B. Robinson t...........
F.. <’ fiver ......................
E R Veazle ..................
’alter Laild .................
’ <’ Bird ............... . ....
>. Wood ............
s iM’vensaler i...........
I ( handler ..................
i W. Foss ......................

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

87 12
8". - 10—
85— 10—
M—43—
88 12
93— 1« 77 !
96— 18 78 I
88 1094 1.'ion 18 82
fill 18- 83 I

Hon. James MacLafferty of Cali
fornia who Is considered one of the
nation’s greatest orators, will speak
at a Republican rally Thursday night
at 7.30 standard, 8.30 daylight, at
Temple hall.—adv.
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Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

I

IF YOUR feet trouble you...
Main Spring* Arch. If you

.

HplJHTiRC?

have no foot troubles ...
again . . . Main Spring Arch.
It is insurance against foot

troubles and foot fatigue.

pALEDRn

Let us show you.

McLAIN
SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
At The Brook

S6Ttf
•Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

^TEROFHEAfflU

‘
GINGER CHAMPAGNE
PALE DRY
GRAPE
The ‘ ‘ WATER of HEALTH

ening of the 40-8 National Convention.
Horticultural Hall.
Monday, Oct. 8, 10 a. m.—Official
opening of the Legion Convention
(Boston Arena). 10.30 a. m., motor
boat racing (preliminaries), Charles
River Basin. 1 p. m„ Governors
luncheon to the President of the
United States. 2 p. m., motor boat
racing (finals), Charles (River Basin.
8.15-2.30-8 p. m., American Jx>glon
Auxiliary Convention sessions. 2.30
p. m. football game, Boston College
vs. Quantico Marines. 3 p. in., 40-8
Hall. 3 p. m., air demonstration (200
planes). 3 p. m., Gold (Star Tea. Y. D.
Club. 4 p. m.. Auxiliary musical con
tests (Glee Clubs and quartets).
John Hancock Auditorium. 7 p. m.
40-8 Convention torchlight parade.
7.30 p. m». National Commanders' din
ner. 8 p. m.. the night aero pageant.
9 p. m., historic pageant (illuminated
floats), Charles IRiver Basin. 9 p. m.,
band concerts, embankment Charles
River Basin. 9 p. m.. Bessie Edwards
Post (Yeowomen), dance to all dele
gates and alternates at John Hancock
Auditorium. 10 p. m., goreous fire
works display. Charles River Basin.
Tuesday. Oct. 7, '8:15 a. m.—Cham
ber of Commerce breakfast. 10 a. m.,
Region parade (SO,000 to '75,000 in
line), column 28 miles long, the most
colorful parade ever held In New Eng
land. 7 p. m., ail states dinner
(American Legion Auxiliary Sym
phony Hall). 7 p. m., National yoewomen dinner, Hotel Kenmore. 8
p. m., carnival night, block dancing,
Lafayette Hall and -Copley Square.
8.30 p. m., boxing tournament, Bos
ton Garden. Elks, K. of C. and Shriners. 11 p. m., Forty and Eight—
Eight and Forty banquet (Hotel
Statler).
All evening dinners and reunions
of war time units and state delega
tions.
Wednesday, Get. 8, 8 a. m.—
American Legion and American
Legion Auxiliary Convention ses
sions, (Boston Arena and 'Symphony
Hall. 2 p. m„ band concerts, School
boy Stadium In Fenway. Bugle and
drum corps contents (preliminaries),
Fenway Park. Harbor trip and old
fashioned clambake. 3 p. m.. Naval
demonstration, Boston Harbor and
Massachusetts Bay. 8 p. m., elabo
rate fireworks display, featuring preArmistlce barrage (Fenway Park).
9.30 p. m.. historic costume pageant,
military ball, midnight frolic (Boston
Arena).
Thursday, Oct. 9, 7 a. m.—NiNational
nurses' breakfast. Women's Republi
can Clpb. 9 a. m., final business ses
sions of conventions. Entertainment
of visiting delegations by surround
ing cities and towns. International
fishermen’s races. Gloucester.
Saturday. Oct. 11—Harvard-Springfleld football game. Stadium. YaleGeorgia .football game, Yale Bowl
New Haven.
In addition, on each day of the
convention, there will he special his
toric trips and tours in and around
Boston, special theatrical perform
ances featuring wartime Instances;
divisional reunions, state dinners and
other numerous features.
Lexington and Concord are plan
ning reproductions of the famous
battles of Lexington and Concord,
dally, during the convention and other
communities are planning dally his
toric pageants. The Auxiliary is
training 1090 members as historic
guides.
Local trolley and bus service ar
ranged to all points of interest, in
cluding pullman parking areas, auto
mobile parking and camping sites,
steamship docks.
.Reduced rail rates from Maine to
Boston on basis of one fare for round
trip. Half that rate for children five
years of age to 12. Under five years
free.
Identification certificates to present
to ticket offices for reduced fares will
be obtained by Post and Unit officers
for their members by applying to De
partment Headquarters of the Legion
and Auxiliary.
The actual distance of the conven
tion parade on Tuesday. Get. 7, will
be less than two miles.
The earlier housing applications
are Hied In Boston, the earlier will
housing accommodations be avail
able in hotels, apartments, private
houses. Many thousand cots in pub
lic halls will be available at i$l per
night for Legionnaires.

MONITOR TOP

saves you wotie
There’s not a family which can’t afford a General
Electric Refrigerator this very day. By saving food,
it cuts expense. By keeping milk from souring, by
freezing desserts — and making ice — and eliminat
ing spoilage, it cuts expense.

And the General Electric has the Monitor Top! It
runs your Refrigerator at a cost ofbut afew cents a day!

BUY on the BUDGET PLAN
Small Payment Down

Balance in 18 Months
GENERAL @ ELECTRIC

ALL-STEEL REFRIGERATOR
Eact-xric Water Coolers • Commercial Refrigerators • Electric Milk Coolet^

Jotn m in the General Electric Program, broadcast every
Saturday 'ooening on a nation-wide N. & C

Central Maine Power Company
At any of

STRAND THEATRE
Ruth Chatterton, the famous star
of “Madame X,’’ “Charming; Sinners,’’
/the Laughing Lady,’ and “Sarah and
Son,” creates one ot the most inter
esting rales of her career in Para
mount’s all talking dramatization of
the well known Gouverneur Morris
traylng the role of Pansy Gray, a

oar stores

high spots of her long and brilliant
career as one of America’s foremost
actresses.

LENGTH OF SKIRTS

Will Vary This Year With

Playing the role of Neil Dunlap, the
attorney whom Miss Chatterton mar?
the Woman and the Cos
ries while he is intoxicated, Is Clive
tume She Wears
Brook, the distinguished and debonair
English actor. In a role which he
interprets with flawless skill, Brook is
Winter wardrobes are crystalizing
all that could be desired.
Inci- Into clearer curves than last year’s
i mode ever knew.
1 Style surveyors and fashion de• signers have labored successfully over
Dip ■pprpicxInK problems of line and
length which worried wives last
Winter.
The hemline, so uneven in 1929, has
found a place that giv<»R but scant
concern to its distance from the floor.
It measures itself instead by milady's
leg.
'The length of women's skirts
this year must depend on a woman's
height,” says Amos Parrish, fashion
.couneellor for
many
American
stores., “It will vary with the woman
and with the costume she wears.
“Clothes for practical town weartweed dresses, suits and such should
strike the upper curve of the calf.
Sport frocks will be worn two inches
below the back bend of the knee,
while formal afternoon frocks strike
Ruth Chatterton, Clive Brook co-starred in the Paramount
the lowercurve of the calf, and eve
Picture “Anybody’s Woman.” Paul Lukas in the cast
ning gowns swirl about the instep.”
The fall silhouette, according to
story, “Anybody’s Woman.”
Por- (dentally, the Ruth Chatterton-Clive Mr. Parrish, is going to have a longburlesque show girl of unsavory Brook’• team
*
that so delighted audi Jimbed ilook. Waistlines are indi
reputation who marries a socially ences in “Charming Sinners” and cated where nature placed them, hips
prominent, brilliant attorney while lie “The Laughing Lady,” is seen to even are generally (flat and skirts hang
Is under the Influence of liquor and greater advantage in "Anybody’s
etraighter than they did last year.
then fights desperately to be worthy Woman.”
The 4>ell-like skirt of 1929 Is giving
of his love, Miss Chatterton rises to
In support of Miss Chatterton and
superb heights. A master of mood Clive Brook is a cast of stage and way to one which flares less at the
and character interpretation, Miss screen favorites headed by Paul sides and releases more of its fullness
Chatterton brings to her portrayal Lukas, that fine character actor; in front. Hemlines are generally
a believable, stirring quality that Huntley Gordon, Tom Patricola, Cecil even.
Tunics, generally belted and vary
compels audience sympathy. Rarely Cunningham and Juliette Compton.
has this noted actress of the legiti
Dorothy Arzner. who recently di ing from hip length to within three
mate stage seemed so Completely in rected Miss Chatterton in "£arah and or four inches of the hemline, and
command of the situation.
Her Son,’’ directed “Anybody’s’Woman.”
boleros, real or simulated by tucks
transformation from a common wom
“Anybodys Woman” will be pre and bands, are a definite part of the
an of the streets to a lovely woman sented at the Strand Theatre for two winter mode. Daytime frocks will
of character and charm, is one of the days beginning tomorrow.—adv.
be generally dark in hue—black,
dark brown, bottle green and wine
Ted, lightened by white or light
ouches at thp neck and cuff's.
“Goats themselves will have a
‘dress’ look.” says Mr. Parrish.
“They’re fashioned of soft, smooth
materials,
marked
by
seaming
FOR
straight or diagonal and often ensigned with bloused or bolero backs.
Generally they fit at the waist and
A well lighted, dry, storage building now ready for runabout and
flare a bit at the bottom. Most Im
small boat under-cover storage for the Winter Season, 1930-31.
portant of all, they have a wide wrap
Modern machinery and competent mechanics for repairs or over
around effect.
hauling
"Most of them are richly furred.
Prices Quoted on Application
Fox, Persian lamb and flat caracul
arc perhaps the favorites. Black
coats will be particularly ipopular,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 68-J
and they are trimmed with furs that
98-109
make softer harmonies instead of the
sharp contrasts of last winter.
'•llats, generally small, are designed
■ to flt ipto the rest of the mode.
They are worn well back on the fore
head. framing the face, and more of
the hair shows this winter. Many
MOTOR TRANSPORTATION
new hats are designed on an oblique
AUTO MOVING ACROSS THE STREET OR ACROSS THE
line-up on one side., down on Ih eotlier.
COUNTRY
Crowns arc shallower, brims roll back
WE SPECIALIZE IN FURNITURE AND PIANO MOVING
ipore softly and more trimming is
LOADS WANTED TO PORTLAND OR ENROUTE
.issued than last year.
Trucking Of All Kinds
Every Load Insured
"Berets, softly draped turbans, and
For Satisfactory Service Call at 49 Tillson Ave. or Tel. 837
clothes for the woman who Insists
«
104*108
on a brim will lie the most popular
.models, fashioned of soft felt, velvet
and visa-vis-a felt which Is c^ull on
one side and shiny on the other."

UNDER-COVER STORAGE

RUNABOUTS AND TENDERS

L L SNOW COMPANY

R. W. JEWELL

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

- t'"
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Every-Other-Day
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KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

THURSDAY NIGHT
7.30 Standard Time === 8.30 Daylight Time

h

Old Mother Hubbard was
not very
thrifty
«

of

And neither was her dog. Had Mother Hubbard
been thrifty her .cupboard would not have been
bare and had the dog been like most canines he
would have had a few bones bmied in the back
yard.
(
v

California

ONE OF THE GREATEST ORATORS OF THE DAY

Some persons are like Mother Hubbard and her dog.
They never prepare for the day when they will need
something in the cupboard.

Donald B. Partridge Mrs. E. M. Lawrence
Candidate For U. S. Representative

And then, of course, 'there is the other class who
anticipate the rainy days and put aside a little
money each week to build up a reserve fund.

President Rockland Republican W omen’s Club

If you want to join the latter class we cordially in
vite you to open a savings account at the most con
venient Security Trust Company office. $ 1.00 starts
an account and your money will earn 4 per cent
compound interest.

All Are Welcome
HliiHiili!

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sept. 3—Wellman, family at home of John
B. Marrlner, near Hoi*1 Corner.
Sept. 4—Dinner anti bridge at the Country
Club.
Kept. 4 (8.30 fast time) Republican rally
In Temple hall.
Sept. 5-4J—-Simonton Community fair.
Sept. 7—Daylight saving ends.
Sept. 8—State election.
Sept. 8—City schools open.
Sept. 9-13—Brockton Fair. (Notice change
of dates).
Sept. 10—Rockport—Concert at Town hall,
by artist students Curtis Institute of Music.
Sept. 24—Metliehesec 4’lub entertains fed
erated clubs of this distrtrt.
Oct. 22-24—Annual <State teachers' conven
tion ip Bangor.
Oct. 23—Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
Farm Bureau.

C. Barle LuAwick acted as Rtarter
for the Bluehill races yesterday.
i
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meetings
will be resumed Thursday at G. A. R.
hall.

CEMENT AND SAFETY
•

■

- T

i

■

'

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almoit Instant relief?

A icierttifically compounded ex
ternal application that ehould be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drugstore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sant Poet Paid on receipt of price
75 cente

•ttf

Hdn. James MacLafferty of Cali
fornia who is considered one of the
nation's greatest orators, will speak
at a Republican rally Thursday night
at 7.30 standard, 8.30 daylight, at
1 Temple hall.—adv.

THOSE WHO INSURE

Interesting Things Learned Will Find Much of Interest
In Appended News Items
From Speakers At Thom

Latter Carrier Almon Bird has re
A special mass meeting was held
turned from a vacation trip, which
took him to New York.
recently nt the Thomaston plant of
the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
State Fair is In session at Lewis for the purpose of getting ail em
ton. Horse races today and tomor
row with professional auto races ployes together to listen to some In
teresting facts and sidelights on
Thursday.
“Safety."
Upward of ISO voters have been
C. H. Sonntag, plant manager, told
registered, for the election next Mon- of his visit to the Portland Cement
day. The board closes Its sessions at Association meeting held in New
9 o’clock, standard tomorrow night. York recently, and of the remarkable
Andrew O’Neil has been at Knox
spirit and enthusiasm* shown by the
Hospital for -surgical treatment.
Tho Portland morning paper’s ^employes from other plants. He also,
statement that a Republican rally Jtbld how easy It would he Air this
Patr-lman John T. Berry is on the would he held in Temple hall tonight , l’’ant *° njalntain a perfect safety
da.v beat while Patrolman Ingraham was ail error. The rally is Thurs- J record when cooperation of all emis having his annual vacation.
dny night at 8.30 (fast time) with '||,I5'PS has bwn obtained. He anMacLafferty
of nouncP<J 'he fullest pooperatlon of he
a ?nrt- ex-COngressman
William Flanagan Is having
California ns the principal speaker, company s officials to this end.
J. G. Thompson, chief chemist, told
night's vacation from his duties with
a very Interesting story of the rise of
the New England Telephone Co.
Tho active duties of the New Eng the Marquette Cement Mfg. Com
land Mutual Insurance Co.'s agency
M. B. Perry, who has been having in this section have, been assigned to pany's plant at Cape Girardeau. Mo.;
his annual vacation, is again chief Ralph H. Trim while J. F. Cooper is of their safety record from the lowest
of staff at M. 15. & C. O. Perry's spending the winter in Washington. to the very highest in the industry,
nfnintalnlng a
year record without
market.
Mr. Cooper lias had the agency 27 a lost-time accident. Mr. Thompson
yeara and lias been one of the most was very active in the safety work at
iMr. and Mrs. John fitarrett of successful agents on the company's this plnnt and is proud of its record.
Somerville, Mass., arc spending the lists. Hoste of friends are hoping His talk was noticeable for his own
week with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach, for his early restoration to health. intense enthusiasm, an example of
Rockland street.
Mr. Trim has a wide acquaintance in what may be done if one is fully sold
tho field and has devoted intensiv* on the safety idea
James Gray of the Central Fire study to the sufiject.
Tho next speaker was Inspectoi
s.
____
Station crew is having his annual
Flint of the State Highway Police,
vacation, Captain Fred Cheyne again
Head Lineman, E. Sukeforth of the whose talk was along safety lines in
being on call.
Central Maine Is enjoying a well connection
with
the
state-wide
earned vacation with hie family at ‘Saye-a-life," campaign, sponsored
Last week's prizes at Carr’s bowling Crescent Beach.—With the recent by thk> Governor's Safety Council of
alleys were awarded thus: S. Rogers, promotion of head lineman. Ibra this State. His talk was well re
131; Ripley, 127; L Small, 121: Ripley to line foreman at Lewlstqn ceived.
C. C. Allen has taken over Ripley's
O. E. Wishman, safety engineer, in
Graham, 117.
crew and Leon Flckett has been troduced the speaker and made sev
1 ‘
-----'Stated communication of Aurora placed in charge of both Allen and eral observations to the men as to
Lodge on Wednesday night. Your ills own crew in construction of eight what Is expected of them to obtain
Summer vacation is over, so come and and one-half miles of line at Medo- results. He stated that the Portland
help plan the fall campaign, saya the mak.—L. E. Jones, division commer Cement Association received the
cial manager and family visited in Holmes Safety Award, given by the
secretary.
Massachusetts and Connecticut dur United States Bureau of Mines, in
ing their vacation.
recognition of outstanding work in
Mrs. Fred Lovette is mourning tho
the reduction of accidents in the
death of her pet dog Mollie, a French
A Rtudebaker touring car, which cement Industry. During 1929 there
bull which had attained the age of 14
were 27 plants out of 138 recording
years and was a great favorite In was taking both aides of, the road accidents, that went through the en
and the middle caught the attention
the community.
of Lieut. Cualimnn at 2 o'clock yes tire year without a lost-time accident.
terday morning and he pursued It The record stands now, that it Is the
Jefferson Butler who served with Co. from Bullard Park into^Roakland, safest industry in the United States.
H, 1st Maine Regiment, ut Chicka
The accident record at the Thom
mauga, during the Spanish War. meantime making vain attempts to aston cement plant has been marred
bring it to a atop. The stop came
died nt the National Soldiers’. Home
when the car atood on its nose in by only one lost-time accident during
In Togus last week.
the ditch on Maverick street. The the past 16 months, and that not due
occupant*. Burleigh Calph. Arthur to a careless act on the workman part
Saturday witnessed the final picnic Pease and Albra Maddoc|ts—oil of
of Children's Playground, held at Appleton—were taken to Knox Hos
Mrs. C. A Knickerbocker and
Oakland Park under ideal weather pital. Haddocks was the most seri daughter Constance of Waterville
conditions. President Rogers wishes
ously Injured of the trio. He whs were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
to thank all those who so generously
unconscious when tnken into the Newton at The Highlands Sunday.
contributed towards its success.
Burpee ambulance ar,d it was found
Miss Winona Newton has returned
that his acalp had been laid open,
Republican women in Appleton are with a very bad g««h. The car to her home in this city after a
serving a free supper in Appleton struck a telephone pole and was week’s visit with friends in Water
Grange hall Wednesday evening nt
vllle.
badly damaged.
5.30 standard, and it is expected that
Donald 15. Partridge, candidate for
The only Republican rally to ho
Miss Henrietta Starrett of Warren
Congress will speak. Rockland is
held In Rockland during the present who has been, visiting her mint, Mrs.
sending a delegation.
campaign takes place In Temple liaii Frank Dimer, the past week, has re

Hon. James MacLafferty of Cali
fornia who is considered one of the
nation’s greatest orators, will speak
at a Republican rally Thursday night
rtt 7.30 standard. 8.30 daylight, at
Temple hall.—adv.

EaWIBEilMBMaa

..... i.li.liiil

’

aston Plant Mass Meeting

at 8.30, fast time, Thursday evening,
when tho voters of this city and
vicinity will have nnother opportunity
Io hear ex-Congressman James MacLifferty of California, who look his
audience by storm when'he spoke In
Strand Theatre four years ago. Mr.
MacLafferty caMe here at short notPo
to ftll an assignment Intended for
Senator Moaeo, on that occasion, and
proved to be one of the best cam
paigners sent into Maine. His illus
trations are most effective, and his
humor is delicious. Other speakers
will ho Hon. Donald B. Partridge,
candidate for Congress; and Mrs. E.
M. Lawrence, president of the Wom
en's Republican Club. There will he
a band.

L.. InJiliL'

turned home.

This Contest Conserves
In this day of tree-sitting, flagpole
sitting, marathon dancing and chair
rocking contests It is gratifying to see
a contest based upon constructive
principles designed to build up and
conserve instead of wasting time and
energy. Such a new type of contest
is that of the Red Feather Club, a
nation-wide organization composed of
104 picked men representing a large
number of different life insurance
companies
in
various
agencies
throughout the country. A motion
picture camera will he given as first
prize to the member scoring thy most
points in 10 weeks. Membership is
limited to one man in an agency.
Deplete Great Estates
When Anthony M. Ryffu. mayor of
Atlantic City, died in a grade-cross
ing accident June 22 his estate w -

(valued at 4.500.000. But now that the
estate has been prohated and settled
it is found that the value of his real
estate holdings has shrunk enormous
ly due to the slack market, and that it
will lie necessary to sell a consider
able portion thereof at a heavy sacri
fice in order to pay the mortgages
that Ruffu had placed on the land.
Several foreclosure proceedings ace
underway. If Mr. Ruffu lied carried
life Insurance the estate could he
saved.
*•

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP

Chrysler Insurance Protection

Group life, sickness and accident
insurance provided for employes of #10,60fli .1 ml guarantees that the ex
tlie Chrysler Motor Corporation lias plorers will return Submarine 0-12
resulted in the handling during the to the United States Shipping Board
yiar of more than 7000 eases without In good condition.
it dispute. The insurance has been
Safer In Factories
taken by 98 percent of the employes.
Factories are safer than homes,
Bond For Arctic Submarine
according to accident records. Fewer
The first Arctic exploration bond persons have been killed by accidents
ever given has lieen executed in con in factories in Indiaifapolis since Jan.
nection with the submarine Arctic 1 than were killed by falls in tlie
exploration trip planned by Sir Hu homes in tlie city in that time.
bert Wilkins and Captain Danenhower for next April The bond is for
WARREN

Official Announcement
WINNERS OF CHEVROLET GAS DERBY
First

4.4 —35.2 mi.

C. A. OLIVER,

Second
E$ROL L. BUKER,

3.85—30.8 mi.

Third
MAYNARD WIGGIN,
3.75—30.
KENNETH MARSHALL 3.75—30.

mi.
mi.

The tie fdr third money will be run off

WEDNESDAY EVENING/ SEPT. 3
at 7.30 o’clock

SEA VIEW GARAGE,

re? A1 the Si$ n of

‘North Nation M Bank:

THIS PROTECTION
IS INEXPENSIVE

Mr. and Mrs. Harold llrcwctt had
[ as their guests over the holiday. Mr.
! llrewett's father Frank Drewett, M r.
i and Mrs. Frank Drewett. Jr., and Mr.
land Mrs. Harold Fisher of DedhanA,
jeMass.
Miss Nellie Clark of Waltham,
Mass., visited Mrs. John Cogan over
the weekend.
Chester I’ainc and daughters, Ma
rion, Dorothy, Iola and Barbara E.
who have been at their cottage at
Seven Tree Pond tho past week have
returned to thler home at Randolph,
Mass. They were supper guess of
and Mrs. Burdeen Simmons
Thursday evening.
Mrs. Flora Peabody entertained Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Barron, and Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Barron and children of
Marldehend. Mass., Saturday.
There will bo a stated meeting of
Ivy Chapter, 16, O.E.'S. Friday eve
ning.
cFour tables of bridge were at play
Saturday evening entertained by
Mrs. W. H. Robinson at her home and
assisted by Mrs. Forrest Spear
Ijonors went to Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr.
and to Mas. Clarence Madden. Jr.
Mr. arid Mrs. A. E. Peabody and
son Clarence and Miss Hilda Aspey
went to East Grland Sunday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. George White.

Avail yourself of the protection afforded by our
Safe Deposit Vault—and prevent loss from theft

or fire.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

MOTOR TRUCK BODIES
Any type for any make chassis

BUILT, REPAIRED AND PAINTED
A body exactly suited to your business. We will
build it promptly at reasonable price

B. M. CLARK, UNION, ME.
Dump Bodies, Hand Hoists, Hydraulic Hoists

BORN

Release the True Tone

1113*106

AXTELL- At Knox Hospital, Rockland, Auk
30, to Mr. and IMrs. l’erley Axtell, a daugh
ter,, Gloria (Louise.

DIED

of Your Radio
The Distinction lies in the Tubes
of your set.

If there is distortion

let us test your tubes.
some are worn out.

Probably

You know

tubes operate efficiently only over
a 10 or 12 month period . . . and
no doubt your set needs new tubes
now.

We carry a complete stock

POLAND—At Warren', iAug. 30, Austin IL
Poland, aged <19 years, 4 months, 30 days.
KXOWLHS—At Rockland, Sept. 2, Harry E.
Knowles, aged 02 yeara. 6 months. 18
•lays. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock from 1»
4’rescent street.
PAYSON At (South Rraintrce. Muss.. Aug.
29. Georgiana K\ ’Payson, formerly of Thom
aston. aged 65 years.
HANSELL At Camden, Aug. 29, 'Miss Helen
M. Hapsell, aged 16 years.
FALLS At Rockland. Aug. 27, Charles Tales,
Aged 76 years, <1 months, ,28 days.
MILLER At Union, Aug. 30, Fred S. Miller,
aged 80 years, 8 months, 366 days. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o’clock standard.
WOOSTER At Vinalhaven, Aug. 30, Albert R.
Wooster, aged 87 years.

FRESH
Every Morning
Our Produce Is Fresh From the Garden
Every Morning

of the famous
IN MEMORIAM

Miss Alice Donohue of 37 Park
street entertained' Miss Mildred
MacMillan and Miss Gladys MaoMil
lan of West Orange, N. J., and Miss
A. M. Zacker of Ivington. N. J., at
luncheon at her home Saturday.

In loving memory of a dear husband and
father, George W. Ludwig, who passed away
Aug. •23. 1929.
Rust on, dear father, your labors o’er.
Your willing hands will toil no more.
For all of us you did your best,
May iGotl grant you eternal rest.
*
Wife and Children

Fine clothing for men. women and
children will tie sold at cost or even
less at the sale now starting at the
home of George Soffayer, 20 Holmes
street. Rockland.* He has been sick
and is closing out ills stock at once.—
adv.
102-103

We wish to thank our neighbors and friends
for their kindness and sympathy during our
hureavement: also for the beautiful floral
offerings.
Mrs. Charles Fales and family

OFFICE NOW OPEN
“Scientific Chiropractic Correctly
Applied”

Dr. Blake B. Annis
CHIROPRACTOR
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

106-107

The rental of a Private Lock. Box here is

inexpensive—anly $3.00 and up per year.

FRUITS AND FANCY VEGETABLES
HIGHEST QUALITY—ABSOLUTELY FRESH

CARD OF THANKS

Matched Radio Tubes
Mail or Telephone Orders Filled
Call Rockland 721

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
Authorized Dealers
Main Street (next to Ford Station)

Rockland, Me.

TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
WANTED Competent maid to do general
hou eworjc, MRS. W. (>. (FULLER, 45 Beech
St. Tel. 303.
I«5*|I»7
WANTED To purchase
Franklin stove.
105*107
Apply at THIS OFFIK’K.
WANTED School girl to work her board.
CALL ,94-W between 12.30 and 1.30 or after
| 6 p. m. _______
105-107
WANTED Girl for general housework,
lilts. « il SMITH, 1« Lincoln SI.. Itocklaml
11*5-1*7

«

Hanley & Brawn
WHOLESALE PRODUCE
Tillson Ave.

Rockland

Tels. 1235—1236
St-88
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i ROCKLAND AIRPORT LINKS

SOLDIERS and SAILORS

I
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UP WITH PRESQUE ISLE

f
Qp»-vpfj Tri ' I

is always SAFE

(Continued from Page Eight)

r-t
i
•
; 2400 feet. It is easily possible to en I the Held easily. The air is occa
rfif ArnerClHn Iarge both runways to nearly 4000 si, nally bumpy during the middle of
feet each, with a little clearing and the day, but in the morning and eve
filling, the All being available from ning it is nearly ideal.
gravel-pits on airport property locat
With the present class nearly ready
ed across the road. An allway land for examinations, the present indica
ing area more than a half-mile square tions are that seven or eight mor<
BY FRANK BURTON MILLER
|is available in the center of the field planes will be owned in Presque Isle
As is locally known, I havs been engaged for several years j As in the case of Caribou and Boston, and if this comes to pass, Presque
in collecting’ material for a history of the Plantation of Presque Isle although in operation Isle will probably have more private
Lower Bt. Georges, in the Province of Maine, now -known is not marked by any circle. And in ly owned planes than any other town
as th« town! of Cuihlng apd 6t. George. Having acquired a country such as Aroostook, where in the United States. Meanwhile, i s
one level field runs into another until present OX Robin is being put into
considerable Information regarding the genealogical his
all look alike from the air. a circle at use by the thi*ee owners, who have
tory of the early eettlere In this region, and the part they the intersection of runways becomes organized a twice-a-day freight serv
played in civil and military affairs, I am. of late, receiving almost an essential.
ice, on a triangle between Presque
many inquiries from the descendants of these families,
While the hangar is going up. Ralph Isle, Caribou and Houlton. Aroos
whether or not they are eligible to membei ship in the Merritt, who has been appointed took County is bigger than Massa
“Society of the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo business manager for Curtiss Wright, chusetts. and the three mentioned
lution." To save time and labor in answering each indi and Gerald Smead, who is now chief towns are near its center. Houlton
vidual inquiry, I have prepared a record of the naval and pilot and instructor, have their office being nearest the border.
With
military service of those men, numbering about one hundred, In a little yellow building barely big 100,000 acres under cultivation which
who contributed their part, humble as It may have been, to enough for a small desk, chair, a few return more than two million barrels
make the thirteen colonies free and independent States. tools and two small persons. The air of potatoes each year, there is ever an
and to the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain. Whenever planes are staked out beside the gas emergency need for farm machinery
possible I have expanded these sketches by adding material of a public, pump. Four planes are stationed parts and other supplies. This need
private and family nature. By ao doing, many of the subjects of these there besides the Robin .owned by the the boys hope to capitalize with their
sketches can be more easily Identified. As to those whom I am endeavoring local boys. Another OX Robin, a six- plane. A meadow is used at Houlton
to rescue from the realms of oblivion, they having lived in the dim and place Travel Air. a Challenger Rob'n but Caribou has a fifty-acre munici
mistv past errors are hound to creep in. If such are detected, either by the and a Fledgling for training make pal airport with a neat wooden
casual reader or the descendants of these men of courage and action, it up the quota, withother craft as hangar, which until Presque Isle got
will be appreciated^the water to be so informed, before the^ following |needed assigned for a time from the interested, was the pride of the coun
Rockland base.
ty. Caribou is also airmarked.
sketches appear in a more permanent form.
F
* v
High Sch-»pl Classes
Future Plans
[Sixth Installment]
Regularly, every Monday. Chester
Besides surfacing this clover-cov
FAI I FY RICHARD, Jr. He served as ensign in Capt. Park’s com Robinson, ground school instructor ered field, which is by no meanat Rockland, gets in his little balloon- rough now, the owners of the Presque
pany, Col. Donaldson’s regiment: also as lieutenant in the same company tired Moth and makes the three-hour l9le Airport have in mind another
and re-iment, in 1775. Later in the year a report was made by a commit trip to Presque Isle. That night and project. Adjacent to the field but
tee appointed to consider the expediency of appointing him as an armorer, the next he conducts ground school still on their property, runs a name
brook. It runs down along the
setting forth that he was a complete master of the business recommending classes in the High School hall. less
Wednesday mornings, he returns to field and crosses the State road on ththat he be employed in said capacity and be allowed 40 shillings per month Rockland. There are eleven students Mapleton side. The plan is, after the
in addition to his pay as ensign. He went to Boston with a company of in the present ground course, ten of airport is night lighted and other
seventy men on hearing of the battle of Lexington, April 19, 1775. He them taking private license courses at *■301111108 completed, to dam this brook
present under Smead. These are at the bridge and hack up the water.
took part in the battle of Bunker Hill, June 17, 1775, and was a witness Gerald Jameson. Maxwell Jacques. Natural slopes and the raised road
to the surrender of Gen. Burgovne to Gen. Gates at Saratoga, October 1 /, Abraham Crouse. William McKay and protect surrounding property. The
1777. In a list of officers dated 1776, his name appears as first lieutenant Donald Scott of Presque Isle: Louis owners figure that this will make
in Capt. Jedediah Southworth’s company, Col. Lemuel Robinson’s regi Nightingale and William Barnes of natural pond, better than the needed
Fort Fairfield: Curtiss Bartley of three feet in depth, which can be
ment. As first lieutenant, with other officers in Capt. Josiah Smith s com Westfield, Lawrence Higgins of made into a seaplane base. Wisely
pany, he was granted beating orders by the Provincial Congress on April Mapleton and Charles Raymond of they feel that the flying boat and
1 1, 1776, for enlisting men to serve in a regiment to fortify the town and Caribou. The other member of the seaplane are the ideal craft for air
harbor of Boston. He was further granted beating orders for Hampshire ground school is Bun Bennett of travel in Maine, dotted as it is with
Presque Isle. These students have all thousands of lakes, and they intend
Considerable
made a good record following the to be ready for it.
countv, Mass.
Mr, Falley was the son of Richard and Anna (Lamb) Falley, and was example of a previous class of eight clearing will he necessary and a dike
born in Cushing, Jan. 31, 1740; died in Westfield, Mass., Sept. 3, 1808. in which the members, soloed in an will have to be built along the road
to make the project possible, hut even
He married Margaret Hitchcock at Westfield, Dec. 24, 1761 or 1762. average time of four hours and this
does not deter the owners frem
thirty-two minutes, Vhich is good
She was born May 25, 1741; died in Volnev (now Fulton), New York, time
______
___________
anywhere
in the United States, going ahead.
Feb 11 or 18 1820 At the age of sixteen he was a drummer in the
The field is excellent for student I Thus with a A-l-A port-of-entrv
French and Indian war and at the capture of Fort Edwards, on the Hud- training, with emergency landing- \ airport and a seaplane base underI renen ana inuian
,
r
__
fields footing all the runways. High [way. Presque Isle is ready for whatson, was made prisoner by the Indians, adopted D\ an Indian c
,
tension wires, as usual, ran along the ever the aviation future may bring
to Montreal, and was finally bought by a woman for sixteen gallons of ,e(Jge of the field. but arrangements The Montreal-to-the-Provinces lines
turn and bv her was sent home to Westfield.
I were made with the local power com- | will find a ready welcome and mat'
at
• the
.t, old
14 xf,
'T.Vr,. homestead
homestead in
in Westfield
and in
in a
a secluded
by European
steamers
He Ityedj tn
Mt.Tekoa
VV estheid and
«auaea |pany and they have beenofputg#()underfeet ■[landed
Father Polnt
Qlleher. can
bp nlBhei,

__
Yvnf)

BAYER ASPIRIN

J)emancHkhL
jMckacf^

W PF

Independence

rat ine close by, unobserved by the British soldiers, ne made tne ceienratea
i
'
f
.I
A
_ •____ _________
H
Falley muskets
for
the
American
army. One of +the miielrate
muskets, xnrit-k
with “I?
R. F.
engraved on it, is still extant, and was presented to President Cleveland a
tew tears before his death. The old foundations of the gun factory are
ICO tears ocioie ms umui. *
still standing. Nearby is the site of the Falley glassworks. Mrs. 1 homas
B. Mosely of Westfield, a descendant of the Falleys, owns a solid glass
rolling pin, a wine glass and goblet, all made in the Falley glass factory
nearly 150 years ago.
The old gunmaker lies in the ancient moss-grown Mechanic street ceme
tery in Westfield, where Gen. William Shepard, another Revolutionary
• 1 ’ * 1
„
.....
tr, r,i,e the remeterv
Elizabeth Clevein repair, to which fund his great-granddaughter,
land, made a contribution, A few months before her death Miss Cleve
land visited the Isle of Guernsey, seeking information concerning- the
Falley familv. The name is Norman-French, and was originally spelled
Faille, but later was corrupted to the present form of spelling. During
her absence in Europe I wrote Miss Cleveland at her New York address
for additional information concerning her family, but no reply was made

TeIephone anlj telegraph wires on the by way of Presque Isle and Rockland
....

_

.

other side of the road decrease th“ to Boston and New York, savin-z
These
effective area a few feet at present, but several days on delivery.
an agreement has been completed to projects and others are in mind as
Meanwhile
have the poles set back several yards the airport develops.
so that all approaches will he clear. | down in Rockland, Captain Bill looks
There are no obstructions in other I up toward Presque IslL
Isib and
and grins.
grins
directions,
even
the
customar- ' for a noted pilot expert once told him
water or gas tank Is missing. How-1 that aviation in that section of th>
ever, several prominent hills a few | country would neveramount to much
miles awav enable flyers to line upianyway.
——
Gav tr. and Mark.Gav. The maior part of the island is now owned bv

Beware of Imitations
GENUINE Baver Aspirin, the
kind that doctors prescribe and mil
lions of users have proven safe for
over thirty years, can easily be
identified by the name Bayer and
the word genuine on the jrackage as
pictured above.
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is safe and
sure: always the same. It has the
unqualified endorsement of physi
cians and druggists everywhere. It
does not depress the heart. No harm
ful after-effects follow its use.
Bayer Aspirin is the universal anti
dote for pains of all kinds.
Headaches
Neuritis
Colds
Neuralgia
Sore Throat
Lumbago
Rheumatism
Toothache
Aspirin is the trade-mark of Bayer
manufacture of monoaceticacidester
of salicylicacid.
Illlllill

UNION
Ye Greene Arbour
Recent guests registered at the
Arbour are: Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
Stone. Boston, Mass.: Arthur Robin—n. Peabody. Mass.; Anna L. Des
mond, Warren. Mass.: Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur S. Tucker. Warren, Me.es.,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. Davis,
Watertown, Mass.: Mr. and Mrs. Al'.■ ar. Brookline, Mass.; Mrs. John E.
Xt wall, A. C . and Anna Newall,
Mentor. Ohio; General Pond. Tenafly.
X. J.: Catherine Pond. Cleveland.
Ohio: Rosamond Reiser. Mrs. Pauline
Reiser. Winter Hill, Mass.; James
I'hornton. Seattle, Wash.; Alice Reed,
Lewiston, Mass.; Molly Harbour.
1’encord, Mass.;
Susanne Davis,
Waban. Mass.; Janet F. Knight,
Wellesley Mass.; Iva L. Alexander,
West Newton. Mass.: Stephen Gu=hee.
Camden. Maine; Eleanor Hartwell,
1 Sound Beach, L. I.; Florence Rtchttdsoif. Toronto. Canada; Kathleen
Irwin, Toronto, Canada; Laura Primrose Rapp. Greenwich, Conn.: Hr.

T T

Harry A. Thoffipsdloj Lowell Mass., the manufacturer of "Moxie.” CV^Vchel EmX’S.
tr
Eleazer Gay married Jane Jameson, a daughter of Paul Jameson "f dnd Mrs R E Richards, Camden.
Friendship. Mr. Gay was born Sept. 11, 1/48: died Dec. 11, 1822. His I Maine; Mrs Sidney p. Baiiey, Brookwife was born March 1, 1756; died Nov. 14, 1818. Their children:
|lvn- N Y : Miss HeIen Bailey; Mrs
1. Elizabeth, born Nov. 4, 1775; died April 15, 1861: married ,
Hatevil Libbv of Marren.
_,
isfiq. _ • . A,
' dent- R. I.; Harris S. Shaw, Boston
2. Ann born Feb. 15, 1778, died Feb. 15, 186 , ma .ed A. x. Mass: May Hollis. Hollywood. Calif.;

to my communication. Lieutenant Falley was for many years superin- Allen of Cushing,
3. Sarah, born Nov. 17, 1780; died Feb. 23, 1788; never married.
tendent of the armory at Springfield, Mass., and was noted as a .man of j
4. Job, born May 15, 1783; died Sepfember 30, 1852; married
powerful physique and great strength. One of his chief claims to fame is
that he was the great-grandfather of President Cleveland. All his Lowly (Jameson) Burton, widow of Benjamin Burton, 3d. He died
Sept. 30, 1852.
children were born either in Westfield or Springfield.
5. Hannah, born April 1, 1786; died June 11, 1853; married Cor
1. Louisa, born Dec. 3, 1763; married Medad Fowler; died May 20,
nelius Bradford of Friendship. Her son Allen Alexander Bradford rep1S07.
2. Frederick, born Jan. 2, 1765; died unmarried July 5, 1828, in lesented Colorado-in the 39th and 41st Congresses. He was appointed
Judge of the Supreme Court of Colorado by President Lincoln, June 6,
Ohio. See preceding sketch,
3. Margaret, horn Nov. 15, 1766; married Dea. William Cleveland, !862.
6. Eleazer, Jr., born Sept. 12, 1788; died Sept. 8, 1831; married
grandfather of Grover Cleveland; died Aug, 10, 1850, at Black Reck,
Elizabeth McIntyre. She died April 6, 1841.
near Buffalo, New York,
7. Nancy, born April 16, 1791; died Jan. 22, 1873; married Darius
4. Richard, born Sept. 15, 1768; married Amanda Stanley; died
Norton of Cushing.
Feb. 28, 1835, in Ohio.
8. Isaac J„ born Dec. 29, 1793; died July 11, 1831; never married.
5. Russell, born Oct. 5, 1770; married Pamelia Chapman of Bland
9. Robert, born June 1, 1797; died July 22, 1882; married Eliza B.
ford, Mass.; died March 29, 1842, in Perrysburg, Wood County, Ohio.
Collamore
of Friendship.
6. Daniel, born Dec. 3, 1772; died young.
10. Mark, born June 2, 1800; died April 3, 1871 ; married, first, his
7. Daniel, 2d, born Nov. 15, 1773; married Elizabeth Holland of
cousin, Eleanor Jameson; second, Sarah (Watts) Giles, widow of Paul
Chester, Mass.; died in Fulton, N. Y. at the age of 80.
fc. Ruth, born Dec. 7, 1775; married Samuel Allen; died in 1827 in Giles. She was born April 2, 1795; died Nov. 1859.
New York City.
GILLCHREST, SAMUEL. He was wounded in a skirmish at Har
9, Lewis, barn Jan. 15, 1778; died unmarried in 1810, at Charles lem during Washington’s retreat from New York, the British ball rem lin
town, South Carolina.
ing in his side to the day of his death. As Mr. Gillchrest enlisted with the
10. Samuel, horn Oct. 9, 1780; married Ruth Root of Montgomery, Rhode Island troops his military record will be found in that State. He
Mass.; died in 1873, in Granville, Ohio.
married Hannah Robinson of Cushing, a daughter of Joseph Robinson.
11. Alexander, born April 4, 1783 ; disappeared—not heard from after When he came to Maine he settled in St. George where he continued to
reside until his death. On Jan. 29, 1785, he sold to George Gillchrest,
the age of 33 years.
FOSTER, JOHN. In a list of men returned to Col. David Cushing, probably a brother, a lot.of land containing 104 acres, being a part of the
dated at Weymouth, Mass., Jan. 2, 1778, the name of Mr. Foster appears neck of land situated on the east side of St. Georges river at Cutler’s cove,
among those who were selected to serve in the Continental army, drawn and adjacent to land of Samuel Watts. He, was the father of eleven
’ •
from the companies of Capt. Thomas Nash and Capt. Samuel Waldo. children:
1. Capt. John, married Margaret Fogerty, Jan. 30, 1800; resided in
His residence at this time was given as St. Georges, Later he enlisted
from the town of Weymouth for three years, joining Col, Benjamin Bur- St. George.
2. William, born Aug. 1780; married Betsey Norwood; resided in
ton's company, being a part of the regiments of either Col. Sherburne or of
Col. Crane. He first enlisted April 18, 1777, being attached to different Montville and died in 1860.
3. Capt. Joseph, born in Cushing, May 20, 1782; married Sarah
commands until March 17, 1780 when he was discharged.
GARDNER, DANIEL. He enlisted as a private from the now Carney, Jan. 6, 1803. She was born in Thomaston, at Beech Woods,
town of St. George in the Penobscot Expedition in Capt. Philip M. November, 1780. Her parents, Thomas and Nellie (O’Murphy)
Ulmer’s company, Samuel McCobb’s regiment, and served from July 8, Carney, came from Cork, Ireland, and settled at Broad cove, Cushing,
779, to Sept. 24, 1779; also as lieutenant in Alexander Kalloch’s com on farm No. 43, before l7t>0, where they continued to reside until their
pany between Nov. 13, 1779, and Feb. 13, 1780. This company was death. The log house occupied by the Carney family was built on a
detached from Col. Wheaton's and Col. Jones’ regiments by order of Brig. gradual elevation within a few rods from the river bank. Husband and
Gen. Cushing to protect the eastern part of Lincoln county, and was wife are buried a short distance south of the cellar which is still in existence. Their graves are marked by flat field rock. The Carney farm is
stationed at Camden and St. Georges.
now owned by Rev. Frank W. Wheelock, a Massachusetts summer resiGAY, ELEAZER. He served as a private in Capt, Benjamin Plum dent. It was formerly owned by the late Elijah Norton, grandson of Dea.
mer’s company from Sept. 5, 1776, to the date of his discharge, Dec. 10, Elijah Norton. Capt. Gillchrst moved to Thomaston, Aug. 15, 1823 or
1776. The company was stationed at St. Georges for defense of the sea '24. He became a wealthy, retired mariner, and died Sept, 7, 1864. In
coast.
the State election of 1832 he was elected a Representative to the Le^islaEleazer Gay, with his t'/o brothers, Wellington and Jonah, cam* ture from Cushing. On Sept. 13, 1839, Capt. Gillchrest conveyed to John
presumably from Attleboro, Mass., Eleazer settling on Gay Island, Stone of Burnt Island, his homestead premises, containing 162 .n-res,
Cushing, Wellington at Friendship and Jonah at Union. He came to situated at North Cushing. The farm is crossed by Stony brook, and
Cushing about 1785 as in that year Robert Robinson conveyed to him all adjoined farms of Joseph Robinson and Archibald Robinson.
his interest in Burton, now Gay, Island. This conveyance was followed
4. Hugh, married first, Betsey Hall; second, Hannah Clemonds in
by one made by Nathaniel Bartlett conveying bis interest therein. In Knox, Waldo County, where he removed and married a third time,
1797, Gay purchased of Isaac Jameson his interest in the island, paying
5. Samuel, 2d, married Lydia Smalley; resided in St. George.
<200 therefor. Jameson acquired title thereto from Paul Jameson, his
6. Archibald, died young.
several predecessors in title claiming under the above-named Nathaniel
7. James, married Deborah Robinson, daughter of Hanse Robin
Bartlett. The fact that on the 29th of August, 1814, Israel Thorndike, son, 2d.
David Sears and William Prescott, of Boston, conveyed to Gay by war
8. Alexander, married first, [Margaret Hyler; second, Mary Mcranty deed the whole island would necessarily lead to the conclusion that Keller, daughter of Archibald, and granddaughter of John and Martha
the former alleged owners had no more than a squatter’s title. By this (McCarter) McKellar of St. George.
Mr. Gillchrest resided in St.
deed Thorndike and Sears conveyed fourteen-sixteenths and Prescott two- George and died there Aug. 8, 1844.
sixteenths. The island was described as “being number twenty-two on the
9. Robert, married Betsy Hall; resided in St..George.
original plan of islands belonging to the Waldo Patent, and known bjr the
10. Sarah, married James Linekin, resided in St. George in the first
name of Burton island, and contains one hundred and sixty-one acres, house from the South Thomaston line.
be the same more or less.” June 29, 1819, Eleazer Gay conveyed his inter
11. George, married Margaret Linekin, resided in St. George.
est in the island, for the first rime called Gay Island-, to his sons, Eleazer
(To Be Continued]

Wayne Saltonstahl, Boston, Mass.
There will be a free supper at Ap
pleton Grange hall. Sept. 3 with all
Republicans invited. Donald B. Par
tridge is expected as guest speaker.
104*105

Every-0 ther-Day
ROCKPORT
Ross Spoar left Friday morning for
East Corinth to enter this week upon
his duties as principal as East Cor
inth Academy, a position to which he
has recently been elected.
Mrs. Mabelle Crone who has been
employed at Camden for several
months has returned to her home on
Comtnercal street. Her son Alton
Crone and his wife will make their
home with her this winter.
Warren Oliver of West Newton,
Mrs. Percy Oliver and son George
of Wakefield, Mass., who have been
spending several days at The
Birches, Beauchamp avenue, returned
Sunday to thedr homes. They were
accompanied as far as Wells by Mrs.
Gertrude Havener who will visit her
son. Thornton Havener.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry spent
tlie weekend at their home here, re
turning Sunday night to Seven Hun
dred Acre Island where Mr. Berry
has summer employment.
Miss Olive Libby has returned to
Los Angeles, Calif., after three weeks'
visit with her mother, Mrs. Ada
Libby.
Paul Snow, former principal of
Rockport High School, has moved his
family to Corinna. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Snow will teach at Corinna
Academy the coming year, Mr. Snow
as principal and Mrs. Snow as assist
ant.
Llewellyn Thorndike and sisters,
Mrs. Ella Eaton and Mrs. George
Hyler, motored Sunday to Pemaquid.
Mrs. Charles IBrann, Miss Lillian
Brann and Elmer Kellar motored to
Dixfield Monday. Mrs. Brann will
remain there for the winter with her
daughter. Mrs. Edwin Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Cole and twin
daughters Gene and June, returned
Sunday to their home in New York
after a week’s visit at the home of
her father, H. Helstad.
The Girl Scout exhibition and
dance tield at the town hall Frdiay
evening was well attended and proved
a very enjoyalble occasion. Inter
spersing the drills was a program of
readings and musical numbers. The
proceeds will be used toward the
purchase of Scout uniforms for Blue
bell and' Golden Rod Patrols.
The Trytohelp Club will be enter
tained this evening at Sunny Hill T
Porch with Miss Lillian Brann as
hostess. Supper at 7 o’clock.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.EjS., will
hold its regular meeting this eve
ning, following a two months’ recess.
Thursday the members of the
school board, conslstnlg of Supt. E.
L. Toner, chairman, L. True Spear,
O. P. Jackson and-Roland Crockett,
motored to "Bingham and Lakewood
and reported a most enjoyable trip.
Miss Mildred GrafTam has been
elected to the position as instructor
in the 5th and' 6h grades. East side,
tilling the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Mrs. Elizabeth Libby
who left Sunday to make her home
in Manchester, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Orne of Friend
ship were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. St. Clair.
Mr and Mrs Maynard Ingraham.
Mrs. Charles Everett and Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Champney spent Sunday
at Pemaquid.
Mrs. Caciida Caln and Mrs. Emma
Torrey returned Saturday fritm
Northport- where th*y thad bie»
spending two weeks at the Torrey
cottage. They entertained as Sun
day guests Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Libby
of Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and
Mr. and Mrs. Robbins of Roxbury
spent the weekend with Mrs. Reed's
mother, Mrs. Minnie Weed.
Mrs. Frances Racklift returned
Monday to Bangor after spending the
| weekend with her daughter, Mrs.
Edward Walden.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Saunders and
two children of Woonsocket, R. I.,
were recent guests at Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Coates.

MAINE IS COSMOPOLITAN

And If You Doubt It Just Read the
Names Of Some Of Our Towns*
Without stirring out of Maine you
pan |go to Moscow, Stockholm or
Denmark, or. if you would prefer the
southern climes you can journey to
Madrid, Naples, or Rome.
The names of cities and countries
in nearly all parts of the globe are to
be found on the map of the State.
Maine's citizens have shown a cosmo
politan taste in the naming of their
cities and towns. Oxford County alone
has a Mexico, a Peru, a Norway and
a Sweden.
As might be expected In a state
whose population is largely marked
preponderence of British names thus
the university towns, Oxford. Cam
bridge and Edinburg head a long list
of such suggestive names as Lime
rick, Wales, Bristol, Camden, Belfast
and York.
Some of the more foreign names
are China, Orient, Poland. Canton,
Vienna. FrankCinl anti Bremen. The
ancient cities of Troy, Athens and
Carthage have namesakes In Maine.
And the saints have been remembered
in the naming of such places at St.
Albans. St. Agatha. St. Francis, St.
George and St. John.
A distinct Puritan flavor is found
in the naming of Industry. Unity,
Hope. Friendship. Harmony, Biblical
ly named towns are Mt. Abraham,
Gilead, Canaan and Lebanon.
One can imagine towns being
named
Kingman,
Kingfleld and
Kingsbury when Maine was a part of
one of the English colonies but such
names as Liberty. Freedom, and
Union have a revolutionary smack.
The list of famous persons for
whom towns in Maine have been
named is a long one. Even the Jones
family is represented by Jonesboro
and Jonesport. Lincoln is the name
which most often occurs. There are
a Linco'n County, a town of Lincoln,
a IJncoln plantation and a town of
Lincolnville. There is also a Lee,
Addison, Byron and Milton are three
literary names that appear upon the
map of Maine.
Names made famous by statesmen
and warriors appear in great pro
fusion, from Alexander to Jackson.
Maine’s own sons have been remem
bered In the naming of the towns of
Batne. Hamlin and Knox. Revolu
tionary names are common. Wash
ington has had both a county and a
town named in his honor and there
are towns of Fayette and Warren.
Franklin and Hancock each achieved
the double honors of >a count)- and a

including
FREE GARAGE

Accommodations
A room with both bath
and shower $3.00, $3.50
Room for Two at
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50
Special Weakly Rates

jf "Just around the corner u
front everything"

THE
PRESIDENT
Awaits Your Visit
L Sidney J. Mitchell
Resident Mgr.

st.

Vztewyorlc

town.
Towns apparently named for the
Presidents are Van Buren. Garfield,
Harrison, Jcffersop, Madison and
Monroe.
Maine has a Detroit but np Henry
Ford.
The wise motorist won’t be en
couraged one whit by that New
Jersey instance of an automobile
derailing
a
locomotive.—Wichita
Eagle.
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2 Classes Water, Not loo
Cold, Help Constipation
One glass water is not enough—
take 2 glasses a half hour before
breakfast. You get quicker and bet
ter results by adding a little simple
glycerin, saline, etc., (known As Adlerika) to one glass.
Unlike other remedies, Adlerika
acts on BOTH upper and lower bowel
and removes old poisons you never
thought were in your system. Adler
ika stops GAS and sour stomach in
10 minutes! Relieves constipation in
two hours. C. H. Moor & Co., Drug
gists.
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CAMDEN

Attends School
Every Day Now
I

1
1
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“My daughter Kathleen is
fifteen years old. For three
years she had suffered with
pains as so many young girls
do. One day we saw an adver
tisement of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound in the
San Antonio Evening News.
I bought a bottle and it helped
her so much that she has been
taking it regularly and is now
completely relieved and able to
attend school every day.”—
Mrs. Victor H. Call, Route #4,
Box 76, San Antonio, Texas.

Lydia E, Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Lydia E. Pinkham Med. Co., Lynn, Mass

Relief From Curse
of Constipation
A Battle Creek physician says,
’’Constipation is responsible for more
misery than any other cause.”
But immediate relief has been
found. A tablet called Rexall Order
lies has been discovered. This tablet
attracts xvater from the system Into
the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
the colon. The water loosens the dry
food waste and causes a gentle,
thorough, natural movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the
dose.
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night.
Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to
day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store,
Charles W. Sheldon,

Miss Helen Hobbs has gone to
Rochester, Vt.. where she has a po
sition as teacher in the High School.
Final concert in the Camden con
cert coutse tonight (Tuesday) in the
opera house at 8 o’clock.
I)r. Sarah L. Wetherbee left Mon
day for their home in Boston after
spending a few weeks with Mr. and
Mrs. William L. Tyler.
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Bryant, son
Norman, daughter Verna, and Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Pratt of Dexter
were in town Sunday.
Miss Sylvia Langman has re
turned to New York city after spend
ing the summer with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. David Langman.
Reginald Eaton returnes on Wed
nesday to Now York after spending
the summer in Camden.
The Pine 4-H Club meets today at
the Megunticook Grange hall.
Mrs. A. N. beypoid has returned to
New York after a short visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Morrow.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Gross and Mrs.
Carl Whitehouse are enjoying a
motor trip to the White Mountains.
Arthur Mullen and family spent
the holiday in Lawrence, Mass.,
guests of her parents, 'Mr. and Mrs.
John Abercrombie.
Miss Madeline Ames lias returned
from Vinalhaven where she spent a
part of the summer -with her grand
mother. Mrs. Flora Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. (Ralph Bucklin spent
the weekend in I^akewood.
Miss Elizabeth Mason of New York
city is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wilbur, Sea street.
The wedding of Miss Irene Alice
Murray of Bangor and Dr. Harry J.
Petta piece of Camden will take place
in Bangor Sept. 12. Following the
hoenymoon trip Dr. and Mrs. Pettapiece will reside in Camden.
The Baptist ladies' circle will meet
at the church parlors on Wednesday
afternoon.
Jpek I<anierjung and Walter Kanavie have returned to New York after
spending a few weeks at the Lanterjung cottage at Lake Megunticook.
Miss Lillian Reynolds of Newtburyport. Mass., has been the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hansen.
Chester Gardner of New York is
spending the Labor Day recess with
relatives.
Miss Helen M. Hansell, 16, died
Friday night, following a short ill
ness of diphtheria. She is survived
by her parents. Mr. and Mrs. William
Hansell, a sister, Eleanor, and
brothers. Irving and Emerson Hansell,
all of this place. The deceased was
born in Camden. The funeral serv
ice was held Saturday afternoon and
interment was in the Mountain street
cemetery.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY

^00
^Or/4 , *0*./?*^ Ut,

Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too email

Call Warren, Me. 2*3
or write, core of

C W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Refereneo: Any Poultry Raiier
UI-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Used Furniture

Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 460 ;
7S1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

For
CAMP OR COTTAGE
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT

We ere offering some remark
able bargains in just what you
need to furnish camp or cottage
or to fit up that room at home at
low coat.
A complete line of Household
Goods—all bargains—homes fur
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

£
j- DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

Osteopathic Physician
Telephone 136

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.

Formerly occupied by Rockland
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Produce Co.
.
Telephone 427-R
Dentist *
r
♦1 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
75STaf
Telephone 915-M

8Stf

gfflfferft every gTavt

0R.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
di

Memorials

i

TaUohonaa 12&B: Residence

Embody eaered memoriae. They
are the evidence of loving
thoughtfulness.

If
j.

Skilled in the cratt of memorial
making, we are ready to eerve
yeur every need.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,

Inc.
EA3T UN^ON, ME.
<4Ttf

Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

i

2BS>M

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Eastern Standard Tima
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven caiiy ^-aa^
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. ArrlvAik at Rocklaqd at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
3.30 P. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at
10.10 A. M. and 4.50 P. M.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Linn
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.00 A. X.,
Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
rive at Rockland, at 9.00 A. M. Returning,
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 8.00,
Stonington at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan’g
Island about 5.00 IP. M.

U

». H. STINSON. General Agent

.. .. .. ♦♦♦♦♦81 t ^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^
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CREDIT and CHARACTER

M

*

CREDIT

>• * ■ H
’
•
*.'< *' ' e^„ . "'•?
forms the basis of 80 per cent of the business transacted in the United States*

~•

An inspiring thought, when we realize that credit is based on trust in one another, primarily.

OUR CREDIT is one of our most valuable assets.
‘ THEREFORE it behooves us to KEEP OUR CREDIT GOOD!
Good Credit is a step toward financial independence ... and here are the rules: (they are well worth studying)
V*
V

1. Work and earn

6. Own your own home

2. Make a budget

7.

3* Record expenditures

8. Invest in safe securities

4* Have a bank account

9.

Make a will

Pay bills promptly

10. Share with others

5. Carry life insurance

The commercial good wiH and congenial futnperit, and progress of our community has hcen created and maintained on thebad, ofmund

credit. E«t> bt«tne»

fiiher-COBB-DAVIS

W««hmal man and woman toontt to extend and have the rmcere confidence and faith in

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND

878 MAIN STREET

cittten

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

THE THORNDIKE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
INSURANCE

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized D.al.r. In

FORD PRODUCTS

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
™

Afl.nt. for Tha Texaco Ca.

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

AND EAT

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BEST

THE FLINT BAKERY

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
Fultand Furnace Oil Our Specialty

•

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

kt
t*

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

TBL. 73T

ROCKLAND

THE REXALL STORE

3

ALFRED P. CONDON
78 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

THURSTON OIL CO.

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE

444 MAIN 8T.

TEL. 64S-W

ROCKLAND

—----------------------

C Willed

FIREPROOF GARAGE

Central Maine Power Company

Rock. Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNINO

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
Manufacturara and Jobbora of

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

G. A. LAWRENCE

FINE CONFECTIONERY
garden ahd flower seeds

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

CM. BLAKE

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

antiques, wall paper, paint

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

CUTLER-COOK CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Warr.n, Vinalhav.n, Rockport, Union, Camdon

THE SPECIALTY SHOP

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

COR. MAIN A ELM STS. TEL. 288

Senior Crane

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

FREEMANS. YOUNG
REAL ESTATE

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

A

COR. MAIN
PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Eatablishad 1888
Ineorporat.d 1828

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
COR. MAIN A LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

1. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

<m^hM+*+**4^****~>*’W1+********,K>************+*’:’**++++++*++**

ROCKLAND

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
IS HIGH STREET

CAMDEN

VTTi
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The Choice of Wisdom
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SA1ADA'
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens”

In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags

798
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THOMASTON

Henry McGraw of Roslindale spent
the weekend and holiday with his
family at Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Jame
son’s.
The Sons of Union Veterans Aux
iliary held an enjoyable picnic Fri
day at Reunion Grove. A chicken
dinner was served instead of the
usual picnic lunch. The remainder of
the day was spent in a social way.
Two readings given by Miss Mary
Kallock were much enjoyed. A tine
day and a lovely spot made this oc
casion one to be remembered by those
present. (Many thanks are due to
Mrs. Bessie Beane and Willarl Wyllie
for transportation and to Miss Rosie
Spear for ice cream. Regular meet
ings of the Auxiliary are to be re
sumed Sept. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. MclDonald, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Spear and son Ivan
spent Friday at the home of Mrs.
Hattie Allen. Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden. Jr.,
returned Friday from Orono where
Mr. Madden has taken the six weeks'
summer course at the U. of M.
Mr. and Mrs. Langdon Wyllie and
daughter Ann left Monday for their
home in West Medford, Mass., after
spending two weeks with Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie.
\
Charles Wilson and his father,
Charles Wilson, started Sunday for
New York where they, will meet Mrs.
Andrew Wilson, Mrs. Beatrice Watts
and daughter Patricia who have
spent some months in Sweden.
Mr. and Mrs. John • Starrett are
spending a few days as the guest3
of friends in Rockland.

ROCKLAND DIVISION

ITS NICERTO SHOP
WHERE YOU KNOW

/

a/ruL

ARE KNOWN/

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 1st TO SEPTEMBER 6th

P-GSOAP725c
THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING SOAP

THREE

MUSTARD

GOOD LUCK
Lemon Pie
Filling

3 - Z5
CUBAN THREE
Whole
SLICED
MIXED SPICE
PINEAPPLE
Per Can

19'

CROW

VOGT’S Skinless
Per Can

jn in?

VANILLA 2

B

—j, «vc

NATION-WIDE
M-WIDE

jp

Pound

gmyC

NATION-WIDE

Formosa Tea 1 Lb.
NATION-WIDE

COFFEE

26/
xnCanjC

1 Lb.

_

,

SZ5
j
FLY COILS 4, - 1O‘
WC
Talctum Powder XI
18
PUMPKIN
1O‘
Caraway Seed
MAVIS

SPLENDID

■si-

THREE CROW—Whoie
CALIFORNIA

WASSOOKEAG
FANCY

RED cap
CAP
mkd

AEROXON

SUCCOTASH
TEA

SARDINES
«
2 - 23

25 i AMMONIA

j»«.'

GOLDEN BANTAM

ORANGE
PEKOE

’4-Lb.
Packages

B NORWEGIAN SMOKED

FRANKFURTERS S
SPLENDID

2

CORN 2

QUAKER CRACKELS
PER PACKAGE

15
Diamond

Matches

PEACHES'SrIT
Kellogg’S

i_

’R-.

»

1 Pound

1 KAFFEE

1

3>V
--------KANSAS
hag

CLEANSER
PER CAN

c
BOXES

Silver Seal Vinegar Is Guaranteed to Keep Tour Pickles
TRADE AT A NATION-WIDE STORE. You know the owner

Arthur Young of Jamaica Plain.
Mass., was the guest over the holiday
of Donald and Douglas Anderson.
Sanford Comery and family who
have spent the season in town are re
turning to Belmont today.
Prof, and Mrs. Henry Fowler of
Providence spent the weekend and
holiday at the Knox Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Mason of
North Easton. Mass., have been
guests of Mrs*. Mason’s parents for
a few days.
Mrs. Isadore de Winter has been
guest the past week of Mrs. Henry
Bird at her cottage at Dynamite
Beach.
Miss KatheWne Winn entertained
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Finn, her sister
and brother-in-law, of Soutbboro,
Mass., for the weekend and holiday.
James T. FaleW who has been run
ning on the Governor Douglass be
tween Thomaston and Boothbay Har
bor this summer has left the posi
tion and will spend two weeks at home
before returning to the University of
Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Giles of Bev
erly. Mass., are spending the season
at Tenant s Harbor.
William G. Washburn. Miss Eliza
beth Washburn. Mr. and Mrs. Georg*1
Newcombe and daughters Helen and
Elizabeth of .Washington. D. C., motored to Camden Wednesday for lunch
with Mrs. Theodore Ross.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCallum of
Waterville were holday guests of Mi
and Mrs. It. W. Walsh.
Mrs. Charles II. Washburn went tPortland Saturday to visit relatives
and will probably visit in Bridgton
before returning home.
Miss Myrna Brawn of South Port
land is visiting her aunt Mra. Theo
dore (McBain.
The Garden Club will meet next
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock with
Mrs. Charles Copeland.

In Everybody’s Column

Picnic Baskets j*

85c and UP
Covered Baskets—Single Cover—two handles. Strongly made—
large capacity. Come in and look them over
And if you need a new cook stove for that camp—we have them—
also Fly-Tox to keep away the pests. Large bottle 75c. Harm
less, does not stain Positively kills pests.
Write for free catalog if you cannot conveniently come
fARM,

POULTRY

DAIRY

SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS

Kendall & Whitney
FEDERAL

id

TEMPLE

HOFFSES REUNION

STS.,

PORTLAND

MAINE.

FOR NAVAL PARITY

•Wanted

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
WANTED—Am interested in buying an 18 or
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times 20 foot speed boat—30 or 35 m. p. h., slightly
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each used. Must he in A1 condition and a bargain.
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six G. A. WENTWORTH. Skowhegan, Maine.
words make a line.
105-111

Lost and Found

WANTED—Girl for restaurant work. Apply at MYRTLE 4’AFE, Myrtle (St.
105*lt

LOST- Tortoise shell glasses somewhere on
Brd&dway. . Inquire at i387 BROADWAY.
103-105

WANTED---(Housekeeper, ndddle aged wom
an who would like good home, (’all 26 LIN
DEN STREF7T after 5 o'clock.
104*106

Summer Cottages and Board

WANTED—Waitress and girl for general
work at MRS. THU BLOWS IUK CREAM
PARLOR.
104-106

FOR SALE— Large modern cottage at Cres*
cent Beach, all Improvements, two-car garage,
tine location. EDWARD GONIA at Gonla’s
Store, The New Bicknell.
92-tf

Miscellaneous
x’ OTICE— After tills date I refuse to pay
any bills, other than those contracted by my
self. EMERALD IE. DUUL1SEA, 'Rockland
105*107
80 A. TA1LM $1200, % mile off state road,
75 apple trees, bearing; 25 a. tillage, 20 wood,
tine pasture. 8 rm. house, good repair,
piazza : 40 ft. ham, shed; great buy. J. I).
PEASE, Hope. (Me.
104-106

Tim) FEET OX LAKE $1900. also overlooks
Aug. 28 the IHoffses reunion was
chain of lakes, 100 a. well divided, 7 rm. house ;
held at the /ancient Faillee farm on Maine Legionnaires Thus Go 50 ft. stable: most homelike appearing place;
the banks of the Georges river in
min. to village: old age forces sale. J. I).
On Record—To Meet In SPEASE.
Hope, Me.
101-106
North Cushing. The day was all
that could be desired. The attendance
RUG AX I) KNITTING yarns for sale by
Calais Next Year
manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BART
of about 200, tjie majority'of whom
LETT. Harmony. Maine.
103-115
had a tinge of Hoffses blood in their
Adequate Naval defense in exact
PATCHWORK— (Seven lbs. clippings, dress
veins 'attested an appreciation of th- parity with any other nation is de
$1.00 postpaid. Or pay ,postman,
perfect weather. Extensive prepa- manded bj? the Maine Department of percales),
plus postage. Satisfaction guaranteed. LAWrations for the comfort and convenithe American Legion which closed SON TEXTILE <X)., 9 Aster St., Providence.
R. I.
163*165
ence of the guests had been made
its sessions in Augusta Thursday.
; under the direction of the able and
DR. JOHN LUNT, Medium, will he at the
To make sure that its voice be home of R. A. Greene, 38 Beech St., every
courteous president of the associa
for readings and treatment by ap
tion. William IM. Hoffses of Portland. heard, the convention resolved that Tuesday
pointment. TEL. 1186-X.
103-tf
A large canvas awning shielded the copies of this resolution be forwarded
ROCK AXD CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
to
National
headquarters
of
the
State
company 'from the sun; Jive tables
built and repaired ; all kinds of lawn work, by
provided with comfortable seats gave departments and to Maine Senators tin* day or contract. BEX J AM IN KXOWLTO.N,
54 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
75*86-tf
and
Representatives
in
Congress.
ample room for the spread of the
The resolution contained this sen
LAWN’ MOWERS repaired and sharpened,
banquet. All ages were there from
called for and delivered. Satisfaction guar
the several infants to a woman of 87 tence: “The policy’ of our Federal anteed. CRIE HARDWARE €0.. Rockland.
92-tf
years, Mrs. (Sarah Hidenaparker of government has been since the Wash Tel. 791.
Warren. It was good for the soul ington conference to place too much
MONEY TO LOAN od 1st and 2nd mort
gages.
KNOX
FINANCE
CO.,
16
School
St
to see the deference paid to Mrs. reliance upon hope in the future and
Opp. postoffice.
92-tf
Sidenaparker by .both S'oung and old too little upon the experience of the
LET E. A. KNOWLTON tile your saws and
as she was guided to a ’comfortable past. Tht' American Legion is too
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROL'K ST.
jealous
of
its
country's
welfare
to
seat
in
the
house.
The
drawing
Tel.
1010.
k
92-tf
• « • •
po\t*er of kindred blood was shown permit such a dangerous policy to
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair fooda at the
Mrs. Edith Newcombe, Miss Anna in the presence of Mrs. F. C. Althea continue.” This resolution was the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Kim St. Mall orders
Dillingham, Mrs. Marie ’,B. linger. and Miss Betty Althea of Windsor. highlight of many presented in the solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J. 92-tf
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
Miss Christine Moore. Miss Alice Conn., who Iwhen asked by the corre- closing hour of the convention, but
George and Miss Elizabeth Wash spondent if they were passing the the demand for State Legislation for and estates, up-to-date property, In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay.
Write
burn were the guests for a few days summer in Maine replied, “no. we education of World War orphans and us what you want ORRIN J PICKET, Bel
92-tf
last week of Miss Annabel Williams have motored down for the purpose a correction of the ranking system fast. Me.
at her cottage in Cushing. Miss Wil id' attending -the reunion.”
employed in the Kittery Navy Yard
An animated scene was presented were given important places in the
liams is leaving this week for Salem.
To Let
when at noon the company gathered Legion’s platform.
Mass., to resume teaching.
for
the
banquet.
Bushels
of
steamed
TO
LET
Furnished
tenement, all modern
Mrs. Nellie Brasier returned to Bos
The convention opened Wednesday electric lights, gas, and
garage If wanted.
clams prepared under the direction
ton Sunday.
morning and the Legion proceeded Apply to FLOYD SHAW. 47 North Main St.
Mrs. Gilbert Upham of Weston. of Fred R. Condon, whose long ex to vote for commander, with 150 ac Tel. 422-R
*
104-tf
Mass., is spending a week with her perience in a canning factory had credited delegates entitled to vote,
TO LET Furnished apartment. Inquire
made
him
a
past
master
o-f
the
art,
DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 6 Talbot Ave. Tel
aunt Mrs. Clara Ellingson.
104-106
baked chicken and meat with all the representing a State mem'brship of 1285.
Miss Alida Hyler spent the holiday
accessories, pies, cakes, etc., prepared 6.574, the largest in its history.
TO LET Furnished room, price reasonable.
with her sister Florence in Portion*!.
1M-1M
by skilful cooks disappeared as by Sheriff Choate of Kennebec County, Call 24 FRANKLIN ST
The Carroll players who presented
TO LET-- Furnished apartment of 5 rooms,
magic.
Following the banquet a a past president nominated Seth
the popular play ‘ Abie’s Irish Rose"
St.
business meeting was held at which Dennet of Augusta. Commander all modern. ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main
164-166
at Watts hall. Saturday evening, were these officers were elected: Presi- [ Jackson of the Brunswick Post nomiTO
LETT
—
Tenement
at
16
Gurdy
f*t.,
5
greeted by a large audience who were dent, William M. Hoffses. Portland; I nated A. H. Staples, Albert E. Anmoms and finished attic, electric lights, gas,
well entertained. The announcement vice presidents, II. W. Waltz. I. J derson of Portland nominated Ma flush closet. Inquire at 16 GURDY ST.
was made that the company would Shuman, Franklin Hoffses; secretary, loney, and Paul Garrison of Dover
104*106
present another play here in two Edith M. Carroll, Thomaston; treas Foxcroft nominated Harold K. Owen
TO LET—At 23 Franklin St.. Rockland,
weeks in which Miss Adelyn Bushnell urer, Ralph Hoffses; entertainment of Milo. Maloney got 52. Dunnock upstairs apart, of four rooms, lights, toilet
and water, with or without garage. MRS.
and Miss Edith Kellar would appear. committee, Mrs. IBessde Bean, chair 41, Staples 29, and Owen 5 in this DAVID OSIER. 45 (’llnton Ave. Waterville.
102*105
Miss Anna Donahue of 'Boston and man, Mrs. George Martin, Mrs. Ken- ballot. Staples then withdrew most Maine.
TO LET Apartment, furnished or unfuurMr .and Mrs. Frank Dooly and son neth Thompson. Mrs. Guy bermond; of his strength going to Maloney as
: all modern impovements.
Inquire
'Richard of Arlington, Mass., are : committee on arrangements. Mr. and the tellers were (tabulating second nlshed
DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 6 Talbot Ave.
Tel
guests of their sister, Miss Katherine Mrs. \v. 'M. Hoffses, Mr. and Mrs. ballots .with only Maloney and Dun 1285.
98-tf
Donahue.
Virgil Hoffses, iMr. and Mrs. W. E. nock running.
TO LET- Six room tenement on Grace St,
•Sanford Hyler who has employment R. Hoffses, Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Among the vice presidents chosen modern. ERNEST U. DAVIS. Full«r-Cnbb96-tf
in Boothbay Harbor spent the week Waltz. It was voted to hold the was Ralph Webber of Damariscotta. Davls.
TO LET—Neat and clean 5 room tenement,
end and holiday at home.
next reunion at the Faillee farm. Charles Davis of Camden was elect
toilet, lights, cellar, shed. SARAH E. BAR
Mrs. Alfred W. Levensaler and sogs The program of entertainment was: ed a member of the executive com TER. 41 Fulton St. Tel. 213-R
94-tf
who have visited Mrs. * Henrietta Violin solo. Jereul Hart; piano. Mrs. mittee from Knox County^nd Charles
TO LET—Five room tenement, all modern,
•Levensaler for several weeks left Guy Lermond; recitations, Barbara S. Brewer of Damariscotta was garage, southern exposure. ROBERT U.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
92-tf
Monday night on return to their home Perry, Gladys’Lermond. Pauline Car- chosep for Lincoln County.
Col.
TO LET—Apartment of .3 rooms, kitchenette
roll; story, The Irishman and the
in Concord. N. H.
Basil
H.
Stinson
of
Rockland,
who
and hath. Cl’TLER COOK CO.
92-tf
Miss Janet bight left Monday for Wheelbarrow,” R. J. Shuman; read retires from the office of department
TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
(West Springfield, Mass., to resume ing, Mrs. Bessie Bean; violirt solo, commander, after a most successful rooms,
or single rooms, all modern. HILL
Jereul Hart ; piano solo, Thlema Oxteaching.
92-tf
administration was chosen a delegate DANE. Tel. 427-R.
Miss Alice Collamore had as motor ton.
TO LET-Cottage house on Camden St.;
to the National convention.
The
meeting
broke
up
the
latter
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
guests to Lakewood Wednesday Miss
Calais was selected as the place for MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
Rebecca Robertson and Misles Helen part of the afternoon, many express
92-tf
holding
the
next
State
convention.
ing the opinion that it wa t?»e larg
and Elizabeth Newcombe.
TO LET—Apartment iu Bicknell block
Resolutions including .certain relief
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Marston who est and best reunion the Hoffses fam
to B. B SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
legislation for disabled World War Apply
Lobster Co. Tel. 268.
92-tf
have been visiting Mrs. Blanche Vose ily had ever had. Conveyance to
and return from the farm was made veterans, endorsement of the Auxili
have returned to Malden. Mass.
entirely by automobl^s. not a horse- ary request that legislation be initi
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dearmond drawn vehicle was there. It had been
MICKIE SAYS—
ated for education of World War
from Milton. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. the purpose of the correspondent to
orphans, and o-ther matters dealing
Albert Ames of Portland arrived Sat report a full list of those attending
with routine business of the depart
urday to spend the holiday weekend but on .account of the number and
WTW A Bis SOBSCRIPTIOU UST,
ment were adopted.
with Mrs. Lilia Ames and son Edgar- the time and space available only
LIKE we GOT, TWEWS a hull
The final announcement of the con
Mrs. Mary T. Bunker accompanied those from more distant places are
flock or susseaimoMS exvention was the awarding of the
her daughter Kathryn to Boston to mentioned; Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Hoff
PlRlUG EV'RV PAY OF YH'YEAR,
Spofford Cup for membership inrease
arrange for her entry to Bryant & ses, Miss Frances JJIbby, Mrs. Car
AU' IT SURE SAVES US A Un
crease would go to York County.
Stratton Commercial College.
OF POTHER. TO HAVE SO AAAUY
rie M(Camak, Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Mrs. Agnes J. Bourisk of Sanford
• * ♦ •
OF OUR GOOO FRIEUDS REWEW
II. Hoffses, William Hoffses 2d, Don was re-eleted Auxiliary president.
WrrHOW WAITIUG FER US Tt>
Mrs. Floyd Benner and daughter ald Hoffses, Mrs. Henry Littlejohn.
Florence Thompson of Portland
sewp our worices
who have been visiting Mrs. Clara L. N. Whortley, Portland; Mr. and was re-elected department secretary
Mrs. iRoy iSpear, George E. Kennedy,
Matthews have returned to Augusta.
and
Mrs.
Gladys
Jameson
of
Bangor
Miss Marian Starrett spent Labor (South Portland; Mrs. F. C. Althea, treasurer.
Mrs.
Bertha Overlock
MUre Betty Althea, Windsor, onn.;
Day on Monhegan.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tibbetts, Miss was elected historian.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schwab of Wey
Georgia Baird, Edward Baird, Mal
mouth, Mass., are visiting friendfe den, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
FOGLER-PAYSON REUNION
here and in Rockland.
Smith. Miss Ruth Smith, SpringMaurice Sawyer was awarded $io field, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. iDavid W.
Under ideal weather conditions
by county league of baseball players Hoffses, Quincy, Mass.
members of the Fogler and Payson
as the best all-around service man.
families gathered for their 45th an
‘Randolph Henderson has employ
nual reunion at Penobscot View
son. Francis, Jr., have returned to Grange hall, Aug. 27.
ment with Henry B. Shaw who carries
After a social hour of greeting and
on a business with the dwellers on their home in Bath after spending
the holiday weekend with Mrs. Rip renewal of acquaintances and a
Monhegan.
ley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac ibountiful picnic dinner served with
# Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Li nek in and Prof.
Young, Pine street.
hot coffee in the Grange dining room,
I Linekin spent the weekend and holi
Cyrus Maxey has mt>ved his family
day with their daughter, Mrs. Francis to Bath where he has employment the meeting was called to order by
George L. USt. 'Clair, president of tho
I Friend, in Skowhegan.
with the Bath Iron Works.
association. The election of officers
Capt. Ray Harriman and Mi s. Har
The assembly hall of the High and the selection of committees for
riman and daughter are leaving to'- School building again furnished an
the ensuing year (resulted in 'the
day for West Hartford, Conn.
attractive place for the card party
Mrs. George E. Creighton and chil given last Friday evening for tho choice of Haymond H. Fogler for
dren will leave Friday for their new benefit of the nursing service. president; Edward I. Wilder, vice
president; Mattie F. Clark, secretary
home in Milton. Mass.
Beautiful cut flowers sent by gener and treasurer; Lizzie C. Spear, as
Miss Alida Hyler has return* d from ous givers were arranged by Mrs.
sistant secretary; Mr. and Mrs. El
a visit in Portland.
Marie Singer and made a pretty set mer iSt. Clair, Mary L. Fogler and
Mr. and Mrs. Linnell have returned ting for the colorful gowns worn b>’
Mrs. Annie Clark, 'committee on ar
to Boston after spending the holiday the players and Inter the sale of rangements; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
with Mr. binnell’s mother and sister. which added to the proceeds. The Stoddard and Mr. and Mrs. George
- Seminary and
Thomaston baseball fans and others guests were received by Mrs. J. W. L. St. Clair, committee on entertain
made up a good-sized delegation for Strout Mrs. A. W. Peabody and Miss ment; Henry H. 'Payson, con^nittee
Junior College *
the Labor Day celebration at Ten Katherine Winn, while Miss Elizabeth on obituaries.
|
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
ant’s Harbor.
Creighton gave several popular piano
A letter from Helen B. Vogler
THOtOtlOR T.AIMIKO for
Verne Achorn and family spent the numbers. Mrs. Frank D. Elliot and brought the greetings and good
collfge and for lift. Goier.1
preparatory course and two
weekend and holiday in Waldoboro.
Miss Elizabeth Washburn presided at wishes of the Vogler branch of the
year, college work with opISamuel Le-wis of Brookline. Mass., the punch table. Miss Mary McPhail, family in Winston-Salem, N. C. Then
portunities for individual
talents Music, art. dramat
has been a recent guest of his aunt treasurer, received many liberal con followed a humorous recitation by
ics, home economics, sten
Mi.ss Mary J. Watts.
tributions from interested citizens, Mrs. Lizzie T. Spear and a pleasant
ographic course,. Small
classes.. Protective home
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Guptill who besides the sale of tickets. Mrs. session of talles and reminiscences
supervision. Gymnasium and
have been guests of Mrs. Gnptill’s Nicholas Anzalone acted as substi by different members of the family1—
outdoor sports. 100th year
brother, A. J. Linekin. left for their tute player in the party. Prizes were S. W. Wilder, J. W. Fogler, Henry
Rate $1000. Calalat.
Agnis M. SarronD,
home in Springfield, Mass., Sunday. won by Mrs. Janies Kellogg of Cam H. Payson, ‘Helen M. Fogler, Mrs
Boa T
P.rtlsad, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Ripley and bridge, Mass., Mrs. Joe Hogan, Jr., of Flora Hale, Edward T. Wilder, It.
H.
Fogler,
Mrs.
A.
Fogler,
Eugene
St. Petersburg Fla., Mrs. Laton Jackson of Thomaston and Mrs. H. H. True, Elmer St. Clair, Mrs. J. W.
.Flint of Rockland1. The gentleman’s Fogler and 'William Wilson of Bos
ton who responded for Allen Y.
prize to Alfred M. Strout of Thomas
Boggs, the dean yi point of years, of
ton. The proceeds were more than
the Fogler reunion. The songs of
$40. Among the out of town guests
Mr. Wilson and Mrs. K. P. Fish add
were Mr. and Mrs. /William 'Boynton, ed greatly to the enjoyment of the
If Getting Up Nights, Backache, frequent of Middleboro, Mass., and their guest
reunion.
day calls, Leg Pains, Nervousness, or Burning, Albert Thompson of New Haven,
A vote of thanks was given to Mr.
due to functional Bladder Irritation, in acid Conn., Mr. and Mrs. George New
and Mrs. W. L. Taylor and the com
conditions, makes you feel tired, depressed combe and daughters Helen and Eliz
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test. Works abeth of Washington, D. C., Mi.ss mittee of arrangements to whom
fast, starts circulating through the system In Naomi Averill of (Brooklyn, War much of the success of the reunion
is due.
15 minutes. J’ralsed by thousands for rapid
ren Noyes, William Flint of Rockland,
Mattie Fogler Clark, Sec.
and positive action. Don’t give up. Try
SIMON K. HART
Cystex (pronounced iSlss-tex) today under Miss Harriet Rose of Dorchester,
MONUMENTS
the Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly allay Mass.. Mrs. Arthur W. Johnson of St.
When the matrimonial bark is
these conditions, improve restful sleep and B’etersdwrg, Fla., and Mrs. Matthews
stranded it is usually the fault of the S3 Pleasant St. Tai. 811-M Rockland
energy, or money hack. Only 6be at
II.
of Boston.
tied.—Louisville Times.
Moor & Vo., Rockland.
42TU

GETTING
UP NIGHTS

( Every-Other-Day

WANTED—A housekeeper for elderly man.
A good home. E. B. IMXKSTER. Waldoboro.
104*106

WANTED An A1 order cook at PERRY S
PARK STREET ( AFE AND (.RILL.
103-105
WANTED—Girl for house work.
Tel.
568-W. 157 MIDDLE ST.
103-tf
WANTED—Chance to keep house, or house
work in city, at once, by woman with girl in
high school. Only a nice place need answer.
Write A. B. C, care fc’ourier-Gazctte.
103-105
WANTED--Excellent opportunity for stu
dents attending High School oil Commercial
College to partially work boanrand room in
private home, (’all 908-W or at 259 TALBtXl’
AVB.
1
103-105
WANTED—‘Position doing general house
work, In family with children preferred. For
Information Inquire of MRS. GEORGE BREW
STER. 43 Rankin St.. Rockland.
103-105
WANTED—-Tlie present name and address
of the widow of the late F. Ernest Holman.
Phase communicate any information to
OLIVER W. HOLMES, Lake Ave. Tel. 352-2.
103*105
WANTED-Bell hoy at HOTEL ROCKLAND.
____________________________________ 101-tf
WANTED —Girl for kitchen work. Apply 75
BROAD ST. Tel. 669-M.
97-tf
WANTED—Agents In Rockland and vicinity
to sell Christmas cards; $1 assortment con
taining 84 pieces 50 per cent profit. SARAH
STONE STUDIOS, Bangor, Me.
88-130
WANTED—Experienced stitchers at MOD
ERN PANTS CO.
92-tf
WANTED—To Ioan Money on auto, house
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. I’ostofflce.
92-tf

For Sale
FOR SALE— Furniture nt 8 and 16 (Ma
sonic pt. Plano in fine (condition. Handcraft
Mission living room set or office.
165-tf
FOR SALE—Handy six room house with
shed and barn in the center of Thomaston vil
lage. For further particulars call at H. £.
KEIZER'S, 2 Congo Place, or phone Thom
aston 42-4.
165-113

FOR SALE Heavy set double harness.
LEWIS ROBINSON, Wiley’s Corner, St.
(leorge.
164*106
FOR SALE— Five cows
two new milch
Holstein : pair Durham steers, two years old.
EDWARD ( RAMER. Washington, Me
164-106
FOR SALE—Shetland pony (Bobble Is tired
of taking care of him). Will Include harness,
carriage and paddle—all for $56. TEL. 4H»8
Ro<klaud.
104-tf

FOR SALE— Entire contents of 9 room
house, including piano, sewing machine, small
safe, few antiques, sectional book case,
marble top walnut chamber set. Inquire B
II. COPELAND'S stable, 118 i.Maln St., Thom
aston.
163-105
FOR SALE—35 lobster traps, double ender
and two mackerel nets. IL A. DUNTON. 18
Mechanic St. Tel. 763-M.___________ 163-165
FOR SALE - New hooked rugs, price rea
sonable. Call at 132 LKMEROCK ST. Tel.
299-J.
103*105
M>R SALE -6 room house In Spruce Head,
good shape, small barn attached, srlp of
land extending from the town road to shore,
good shore privilege. Party going away and
will sell at a bargain. TEL. 853-6.
162*105
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood sawed In stove
lengths, $1.25 per foot; edgings, 16 bundles
for $1. R. S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley lane. Tel.
522-M.
102-tf
FOR (SALE—Splendid house and barn at
Martinsville, JMe.
Price very reasonable.
Apply 'II. E. MASON, 15 Prospect 'St. North
Leominster, Mass.
166-165
FOR SALE—Corn, small beets, tomatoes,
shell beans and cucumbers for canning, also
potatoes and other vegetables. II. E. BOW
DEN. Lake Ave. Tel. 1188-R.
166-165
FOR SALE—New 5-room house, all modern
Improvements, garage, good location, $3666.
V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park «t. Tel. 1080. 99-tf
FOR SALE—Pure apple elder vinegar, full
strength, good measure and cheap, 25c per
gal., at farm. Why pay more* Big thresh
ing machine to sell at once cheap. .1. II. SIM
ONTON, West Rockport. (Me.
99-tf
Hilt SALE—One piano, two bedroom suites,
extension dining room table,
doz. oak
chairs. V. F. KTI DLEY. 69 Park St. Tel
l'19'l._________________________________ 98Uf|
FOR SALJ-T—Golden Ratam corn, cabbage,
nice potatoes and other vegetables, picked In
order any day in wedk. (ome up. OVERXBSS SARKBSIAX, 157 Middle St. Tel.
o«l»-W.______
S5_|f

FOR SALE—Six room bungalow at
Admonlcm Ave.. Rockland, furnished, w
improvements ; price right to settle an esls
CARRIE NICHOLS, 31 Hill St., City. T
R-,

IU1-W.

FOR SALE—Two family house, first cli
condition, with Improvements, $2650. V.
STl'DLKV, 69 Park St. Tel. 1IIS0.
92
FOR KALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long, $6 50 ■
stove length. $s ; fitted wood, $14 : also lumber.
L. A. PACKARD. It. F. It., Thomaston. 92-tf
FOR SALE—250 acre farm, house and
In good condition. 1000 cords hard wood,
blueberry land, cuts r.D tons hay. Waldo
$3600. easy term. V. F. STUDLEY, 09
St. Tel. 108(1.
FOR SALK—Hardwood fitted. $14 ; li
$12; long, $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted
wood and slabs, $8; also lumber. T J i
ROM.. Tel. 263-21.
. *J,ll,8AI.E—Fifty houses of all descrip
In Rockland A large list of summer cott
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come
talk over my list If you wish to buy F~'
IL «>LLIAH. 375 Malli St. Tel 77
W HEX LX BOSTOX—KememDer tna
can buy coplea of The Courler-GizetU
the home news, at the (.‘id South Newt A
Washington St., next Old Smith Church

Notice To Dog Owners
NOTICE—To owners of dogs runnliq
I will not be responsible for what ma
pen to your dog found running loose
property at Bear Hill. Rockville, Maine
Any dogs running deer, rabbits out
son or . basing and disturbing my cat
sheep will be shot on .sight.
Owner of dogs beware. Keep your d
ff< B. RICHMOND, Hilltop, Bear HUI
vine, Me.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charlee Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tol.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. Referonceai Any poul
try raisar.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

FOR SALE
Eight Room House, Barn, th
quarters Acre Land, known as
Edward McIntosh property, P
pect street.

To be sold at o

At Very Low Price to settle esf

69 PARK ST.

TEL.

V. F. STUDLEY
lOOtf

Every-Other-Day
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Society

In addition to personal notes regardlMI
Hon. Arthur G. Smith of Honolulu
departures and arrivals, this department espe-\ln,,
T
.
«m|th of P.n.ton .w
daily desires Information of social bappenlnia.!
,, ,,™Hh ot
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or SundaY and holiday guests of Mr. and
telephone will be gladly recelred.'
Mrs. G. B. iSmith, Long Cove
TFIEPHONE

nt

There will be a dinner and bridge at
the Country Club at 6.30 daylight
Thursday evening. Mrs. Thompson
will serve one of her famous roast
lamb dinners and there will be a pro
gram of entertainment. The commit
tee in charge are Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Mann, chairmen, Mr. and Mrs.
11. E. Robinson. I)r. and Mrs. Scarlott,
Mr. and Mrs. K. S Levensaler, Mr.
and Mrs. E. B. Crockett and Mr and
Mrs. W. F. Glover Tickets are $1
each.
Mrs. Clarence Knowlton enter
tained at cards Friday evening, fol
lowed by a miscellaneous shower for
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert French (Beu
lah Cole).

Mr. and Mrs. J. It. Small of Brook
lyn have been guests at Mrs. Helen
Hall's, Glencove.

Roger Wolcott of Hartford, has
returned home after spending tw >
.weeks’ vacation with his family at
the home of Mrs. Wolcott's parents
on Broadway.

Lieut, and Mrs. E. J. Johannessen
of New London, were recent gues's
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Storer In War

ren.

Senor Manuel A. Carlllo of New
York and Colombia, S^A.. with hl.,
wife, formerly Mary A. Coughlin of
this city, and their daughter Mary
Rose, have been holiday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Coughlin.
Mr. Carillo returns this week to hts
position in the Export Division of the
Thomas A. Edison Company in New
York, while Mrs. Carillo remains for
a longer visit here.

Camden Course Closes To

CUTLER-COOK CO.

night With a Three-Star
Program

Bruce Brewster who wrote the lyric
for Phil Schaefer's melody, “Crimson
and Gold” has produced the words
for another of Mr. Schaefer’s songs,
still In manuscript which has hem
sent to me. The name Is "On The
Pine Tree State's Dear Shore” which
should contain a special appeal to
Maine residents. The song Is written
in ballad style, the words being quite
lovely. I presume It will be published
by Harmony House, Boston, as was
“Crimson and Gold”
i
• • • •
Compilation of lists of operatic per
formances in Germany last season
point to the -popularity of Wagner's
works, despite the prevalent report
that Germany Is turning to lighter
forms of operatic fare. The total of
Wagnerian presentations in Germany
last season came to 1576, with Verdi
running a close |second with ’1513
performances and' Puccini taking a
poor third place with 966.

was sent to the director of the Hof
Opera in Vienna. He simply looked
at her and said: “With such a face
and no personality, you could never
hope to be a singer. You might better
go home and run a sewing machine!”
Schumann-Heink had no idea that
her “face was her fortune." Referring
to the fears her father had for her.
lest harm might come to her, she says:
“Well, his fears were useless, because
from the very first 'I had one big pro
tection—I was homely. I had nice
hair and blackeyes, but a yellow com
plexion always. Jfes. I was homely—
and I knew It. That Is why vanity
has never bothered me."
«...

The third and final concert of tlie
Camden summer series will take place
this evening at the Camden Opera
House, featuring George Morgan,
tenor, and Kitty McLaughlin, soprano,
both of New York; Frank Bibb,
pianist; and the Swastika Quartet of
the Curtis Institute of Music, the hour j
being 8.30.
Mr. Morgan’s Camden appearance
is being awaited with Interest. He
has Just returned from a most suc
cessful European tour. His voice is
very high baritone, resembling
closely a tenor, with brilliant high
notes, yet marked by a nastonishlng
range.
He has won particular
renown aa an Interpreter of songs
and was at one time on tour with
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink
when his work received very favoraide comment.
He sings in five
languages.
Miss McLaughlin, a local girl who
has won marked success, needs no
Introduction to the musical public.
Her beauty of voice nnd personality
have stamped themselves Indelibly
on the memory of all those who have
heard her, and the opportunity to
hear her again here this season will
be welcomed by her many admirers.
The Swastika Quartet Is composed
of Gama Gilbert, first violin; Ben
jamin Sharllp, second violin; Max
Aronoff, viola; and Orlando Cole,
violoncello, students of Louis Balliy
in Chamber Music at the Curtis Instllute of Music, Philadelphia. They
have played with great success In two
series of concerts in the Pennsylvania
Museum, Philadelphia, before audi
ences of several thousands of people;
they have also played in New York
nnd in various towns and cities near
Philadelphia. They will play again
In the third series of concerts In the
Pennsylvania Museum during the
coming winter. The quartet lias met
each summer since its organization
for study, nnd this year the boys have
been nt Sorrento where their in
structor, Mr. Rallly, has spent the
summer.
The aeries this summer have been
of particular brilliance, reflecting
more keenly than ever the artistic
nnd Intelligent direction of Mr. Bibb,
the founder of this most commendable
activity. The response this season
has been very heartening, nnd with
the cooperation of the Curtis institute
of Music through Mrs. Mary Louise
Curtis Bok and Josef Hofmann, the
future success as a jiermanent note
of the summer season seems more
assured than ever.

Final Clearance of All

Did you ever hear of SchumannIleink's first piano? After she began
to study voice with Marietta von
Leclair, a retired opera Singer, It was
declared that she must take piano
lessons, hut what to do for a piano.
Listen:
“And, can you believe It? We
actually got a piano, such as R. was,
and we paid only $1 for It. It was
one of those old-fashioned kind—long
like this room, of course and not so
many octaves as now. It was an
awful old rattletrap, nnd God knows
when it bad been tuned. So what
to do. I had never tuned a piano—
did not know it could he tuned. But
when the string began to break and
crack, and the little luimmers got
loose (which they frequently did) I
had to do something. Father had a
lilg lump of sealing wax, so I got that
and began my surgery. First I bound
the broken things together wltb
string, and then put nil around thick
sealing wax. Some times they came
out too short, some times too long—
I was not a very good 'surgeon. But
that didn't bother me at all. I prac
ticed just the same. That old piano
was a sight!"
• • • •
This editorial from one of the lead
ing women’s magazines contains
food for thought, even though it may
not be practicable In our own com
munity just at this time.
Every so oftPn we hear some
unique service performed by a public
library which leads us to wonder
why more libraries don't do more for
their communities. Here Is one from
New York. One of the branch li
braries has a sound-proof room
equipped with a fine phonograph
where anyone can go, by appointment, for three songs" their morning meet
to hear hts favorite music without ing ends, and each man is away to a
cost. Fifteen hundred records are happy start.
... *
on file. The collection consists large
Four radio concerts by Leopold
ly of symphonies, operatic selections
and other standard' compositions. Stokowski and the 'Philadelphia or
The record most frequently In use Is chestra will be heard from coast to
the satisfying Stokowski arrange coast during the fall and winter of (
ment for orchestra of the lovely IBach 1930-31, the National Broadcasting
toccata and fugue in D minor, Rurely Company has announced. The fa
one of the most beautiful things in mous conductor nnd ills Symphony
group, who made their first radio
all musical literature
"Every day for nine hours the room aptiearancos in a similar series last
is occupied, each user being limited winter, will again broadcast under
to one hour, and because It Is in the sponsorship of the Philadelphia
such constant demand no one can S torage Battery Company. This sea
come oftener than three times a week. son's Initial concert will go on the air
Several hundred people apply every Sunday afternoon, Oct. 12, from 5 to
month and reservations are often 6, standard time. The program will he
made weeks in advance. At times released in New York over AVEAF.
Nov. 16. Christmas Day and Easter
four or five persons will come to
gether. Many of these are concert so Sunday have been announced as sub
loists, students or members of or sequent dates for the new series.
When Stokowski finally consented
chestras who wish to study a certain
piece of music as Interpreted by sev- , last y<ar to appear on the air with
eral different artists or conductors. ' his celebrated orchestra. he became
Others have recently been to a con- Intensely interested In the technir.il
cert and want to hear a favorite num- i problems of orchestra broadcasts,
ber over again—or are about to go to Following the conclusion of tlie 1929
a concert and are preparing them- series on Dee. 8 he spent weeks in the
solves for greater enjoyment, by hear NBC New York studios, studying
ing in advance the selections which broadcasting methods with O. B.
Hanson, manager of plant operation.
are to be on the p/ogram.
'We command this idea to library ,and engineering, and Gerald Chatfield,
trustees everywhere and to phlian- Program supervisor.
Speaking of the 1929 series—who
thropic citizens. A few hundred dol
lars would go far toward putting a remembers the Stravinsky program?
sound-proof room and a phonograph
Class 26 of/the Methodist Church
in your local library.”
will hold a cooked food sale in the
• • • •
While thlS Is not practicable hero Burpee Furniture Co. window Wed
yet, I wonder how many music lovers nesday. Sept. 2. from 2 to 5.—adv.
104-165
and students of music realize that

Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Perry returned
• • • «
home Sunday from a week’s visit In
The regret that James O'Hara is
Mr. and Mrs. A, L. Vose were Massachusetts, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
weekend guests of Mr. Vose's sister Fred H. Phtlbrook of Lynn and Mr. to leave Rockland in the near future is
general. Yet those who have enjoyed
in Rumford.
and Mrs. Frank McAuliffe of Wlnhis music in the past, when he was
tnrop.
presiding over the console at Strand
Mr. and Mrs. Walter York,sons John
Theatre hack in the days before the
and Billy and Mr. York's grand
Mr. afld Mrs; Clayton Hopkins, Miss
mother, Mrs. Stewart of Carratuhk, Mildred Hopkins and Miss Ruth sound films, rejoice that he is to re
■were recent guests of Mrs. York’s Grace of Somerville and Mrs. Fred turn to his first love, the organ. He
sister, Mrs. Bert Gregory, Glencove, ,ingerson an(j daughter Alice of Attle has too much talent to have it dis
boro were weekend guests of Mrs. carded. We wish that he could have
been retained in Rockland in such a
William Lovley of North Haven Herbert Philbrook, Shaw avenue.
capacity, but evidently such could
was a visitor In this city Monday.
Oliver Rollins is at home from Bos not be. Where he will be stationed
Mrs. Helen Waltz, Miss Alice ton on a week’s vacation.
by the'Publix people is not yet stated
Seavey and Mrs. Raymond Rdbishaw
definitely, but it will probably he in
have returned from a motor trip to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Howe of Rhode Island. Our loss will certainly
St. John, N. B.
Winchester, Mass., and Mrs. Angie be their gain. • • • •
Ballou of Brookline, have returned
Sixteen members of Kalloch Class
A recent editorial from one of the
home after a visit with Mrs. Adelaide
with invited guests met at the home Butman.
Maine papers concerning. Ernestine
or Mr. and Mr/. Carl Cassens Thurs
Schumann-Heink is certain to be
day afternoon and evening. It be
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Hall who read with Interest, for everyone loves
ing ’waain and sunny the afternoon have been spending the summer here that noble woman and artist. It
was spent out of doors. The tables were given a farewell whist party last reads:
were set up in a new garage where week prior to their return to Ohio.
Who does not remember Madame
a nice picnic supiier was served. The event took place at the home of
Ernestine 'Schumann - Helnk. that
The radio furnished delightful musie Mrs. II. R. Mullen. Prizes were won
splendid woman whose contralto har
and everyone enjoyed a most pleas by Mrs. Hall. Miss Vivian Mullen, and
ant time such as the Cassens so well Mrs. Bertha Higgins. Refreshments monies yet echo from long last fes
tival concerts to sweeten recollec
know how to provide.
were served. The party was given by tions of those tuneful days? On a
neighbors and other friends, who pre
Mr. and Mrs. George Porter who sented Mrs. Hall with a nice souvenir recent Sunday she was 69 years old.
and singing in a New York theatre
have been guests of Mrs. Porter's of her Rockland visit.
with the same spirit and much of the
mother. Mrs. A. L. Vose. the past
week, returned Saturday to their
Ruby M. Colby of Orient street has same charm of voice that aroused our
home in Brighton, Mass.
left for Bar Harbor and other places enthusiasm in the great days of the
on Mt. Desert for a visit among rela Maine Festival.
“Madame Schumann-Heink always
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Perry and son tives.
has been considered a vocal marvel,
Malcolm of Portland are visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Berkley
Mrs. Leonard of Masonic street, and the critics have been at loss to
Winslow. Warren street; and Capt. is visiting friend-s in Waterville.
account for the survival of her
and Mrs. Courtland Perry for the
powers. .We have an idea that the
Mrs. Olive F. Levensaler of Som phenomenon can best be explained
week. Mr. Perry returns home toerville, Mass., is the guest for several by the fact of her physical excellence
do
days of Mr. and Mrs. Sanford W. and her equable temper. The writer cf
Robert B. Gregory of Glencove Is Delano.
this recalls several pleasant talks
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry at
with the great singer, and most last
Misses Augusta Healey, Elizabeth ing of the Impressions then gained
Readfleld. , •
Healey and Virginia Healey returned are of a plump and wholesome wom
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Palmer and son to Framingham, Mass., last week.
an. smiling and serene, who spoke
Osmond who have been spending
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Magune, little of music hut who impressed
their vacation in Walddboro, have
daughters Marjorie and Avilla, and upon her visitor the necessity of eat
returned home.
sons Robert and Frank, who have ing three good meals every (lay and
avoiding fancy dishes. She regretted
Miss Eileene Witham of Damari been spending the month of August
that the art of bread-making had
scotta Mills is a guest of Mrs. Helen at Crescent Beach, left for their home
declined, and. declaring that she could
in Worcester today. Waltz.
,
make better bread than any young
Miss Dorothy Hyler of Friendship woman of her acquaintance, she pro
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas and
Mrs. Tabor l>ouglas spent Sunday at is the guest for the week of Mrs. Eu ceeded to unfold the recipe to her In
terviewers. That night she thrilled
the Norcross cottage. Cooper’s Beach. gene Gordon. South Main street.
four thousand people in the audi
They had as guests Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear enter torium, and her interviewer of the
Harold Simmons of Arlington, Mass,
tained friends with a delightful clam afternoon marvelled at the span, so
bake picnic at her cottage "The Cen quickly leaped, between bread-mak
Mrs. Evelyn McKusic and son
tury," Spruce Head Friday evening.
Maurice and Mrs. William T. Rich The out of town guests were: Dr. and ing and grand opera.
"Yes, we are convinced that It lias
ardson s|>ent Thursday at Castine, Mrs. Clarence Guy Robbins, and son
been through physical power and a
going on the steamer Pemaquid.
Douglass of Lawrence; Mr and Mrs.
Wallace Bryant and daughter Jean sunny temper that Schumann-Heink
Blair Hodge of Bath was the guest nette of Melrose, Mr. and Mrs. John has been able to“survlve, full-voiced
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith over Brackett and daughter Barbara of and triumphant, the wear and tear of
the holida.y.
the years, the rearing and caring for
Wakefield. ’
many children, the uphill elimb to
Berkley D. Winslow spent Labor
Miss Eleanor Snow, Miss Marion fame, the stress of war. and the grow
Day at. the Lewiston fair.
Richardson. Miss Martha Wasgatt ing burden of age. It is said by some
anfl Miss Mary Wasgatt motored critics that she is a ‘natural’ singer,
Herbert Roach who came here to Sunday to 'Worcester where they will and hence more durable than the
greet his newly arrived daughter, visit Mr. and Mrs. 'Carl A. Snow. artificially made product. But if all
Barbara Elizabeth, has returned to From there they will go to New York, accounts are true, she Is not a natural
Smyrna Springs.
where Miss Snow , who has been singer. One teacher, it is said, ladspending her vacation at Treasure vised her to give up all thought of
E. N. Sylvester, accompanied by Point farm, will resume her duties In the stage as she hadn’t enough voice.
his aunt, Miss Laura Sylvester of this the Brooklyn Children's Library. On
Again. It Is said that she employs
city and Mr. and Mrs. John Maloney the return trip Wesley Wasgatt who
of Thomaston motored to Auburn has spent the summer In the West some wonderful ’method’ which en
ables her to give her programs and
and Augusta Sunday to visit his will Join the party In Boston.
at the same time save her voice. But
grandmother, Mrs. Laura (Chaples)
Sylvester at the former place. In
Rev. S. E. Frohock of Mila, who considerable doubt is east on this by
Vassalboro they were met by Mrs. has been summering at Cooper’s the circumstances that no singer has
ever been so indifferent to her voice
E. N. Sylvester and daughters Laura Beach, returned home yesterday,
simply as a voice as she has been
and Roberta who have been visiting
Austin Martin of Whitinsville Although skilful at every trick of
there the past week.
Mass., has been looking up old Rock bel canto when she wants to be, she
has always put the song before the
Mrs. Josephine Baker who has land friends the past week.
tone; if voice gets in the way of what
been the guest of Miss Eveline Bur
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton D. Gilley were she Is doing, she kicks voice out and
bank, and of friends in Matinlcus,
Vlnalhaven and Camden during va at Southwest Harbor over the week gets on with the show.
“Schumann-Heink has no Inten
cation, returned yesterday to Cam end and holiday.
tion of ’retiring.’ Only recently she
bridge, Mass.
Miss Emma Dorgan Is making a expressed the wish that she might
Mrs. Harriet Weston of Auburn week’s visit In Danville, Conn.
die at the end of a song. Her whole
was the guest of her sister, Mrs.
life has been a song, sounding the
Mrs. Minnie Cobb has returned
Frank M. Ulhier, Gurdy street, over
melodies of a sweet humanity
from a fortnight’s visit at Rye Beach
the weekend.
whether in sunshine or in storm. A
land in Boston. ‘
•
grand woman, truly, of whom we
Mrs. Carrie Waltz has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Keene and treasure the fondest memories. Many
from a visit in Jefferson.
daughter Beverly have returned io a glorious year to her yet!"
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Bisbee of Bos New York after a visit with Mr.
I know of an Incident concerning a
ton have been visiting relatives In this Keene's father City Clerk E R. Keene,
North Main street.
woman who had a young relative
city.
taken prisoner in the World War by
Mr. and >(rs. Stephen Brault. Miss
the Germans and who went in sorrow
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Storer and fam
Celia
Brault
and
Aimee
Beaudoin
are
to Schumann-tHeink to discuss the
ily have returned to their home at 54
on
a
iO-day
motor
tour
through
Suffolk street, after spending the
matter with her, thinking perhaps
Canada.
summer at S^uth Pond, Warren.
she could think of some way by which
news could be learned of the young
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Ltnnekin
and
Mr. and Mrs. *John W. Watts spent
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Spear have prisoner, knowing the lay of the land,
the weekend and Labor Day on a mo
returned from a trip to Niagara Falls so to speak. Schumann-lIIelnk re
tor trip to Colebrook, N. H.
ceived her in the sweetest and most
and into Canada.
sympathetic manner; they discussed
Mayor and Mrs. Charles M. Rich
C. C. Wahle of New York Joined his the problem but without remedy, and
ardson and Mr. and Mrs. Roger Wol
family in this city Sunday morning. before the sorrowing woman left the
cott were dinner guests of Manager
great singer. Schumann-Heink had
Scott at the Samoset Hotel Sunday. He returns Thursday.
told her a bit of her own problems the
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Davis are in War had brought—how she had a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sukeforth of
son in the German navy and how she
43 Granite street, had for their guesls Canada on a week’s motoring trip.
had become an American citizen as
over the holiday Mrs. Sukeforth's par
Miss Emily Condlt and Miss Mar had other of her sons, saying that her
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Nils P. Nyman of
City Mills. Mass., also a sister. M(ss tha Condit of West Orange. N. J., heart was torn bitterly by the situa
Ida V. Nyman of the same place. motored to Owl's Head to spend the tion as the. maternal love in her heart
Another sister came from Jamaica Labor Day weekend at “Journey’s was as great for one ns the other.
Plain, Mrs. William Wiberg with son End." the Crescent Beach cottage of And before the two women parted,
Frank and daughter Gladys. Anothei their aunt, Mrs. Eloise MacMillan. they wept in each other's arms. A
nephew and niece, Edward and Alice They were accompanied by Melrose wonderful memory to treasure, even
fogeiberg came from Burlington Ormond of Orange.
though brought together in sorrow.
Mass., also Miss Ella Pepan from
• « • .
Hon. James MacLafferty of Cali
Franklin, Mass.
Mrs. Sukeforth’s
Mary
Lawton
In her book on Schu
parents and Miss Pepan returned fornia who is considered one of the mann-,Helnk “The Last of the Titans"
Monday afternoon but the others Will nation’s greatest orators, will speak
refers to the incident where she was
remain over a few days at Mr. Suke at a Republican rally Thursday night
forth’s camp. The Peektn, at Clark |at 7.30 standard, 8.30 daylight, at told she could1 never become a singer.
While very young Schumann-Heink
Island,
Temple hall.—adv.

our own public library has a very good
collection of musical literature. It
is quite worth looking over. And
there are those fine volumes pur
chased by the Rubinstein Club for
reference use and study.
• • • •
The 18th summer season of organ
concerts in Portland City Hall closed
Friday. Charles Raymond' Cronham.
municipal organist, had very attrac
tive programs for this final week, in
cluding Reveral compositions that
have proved favorites during the
season. Tschaikowsky and Wagner
compositions figured prominently.

SUMMER
DRESSES
We absolutely refuse to carry over any of our summer stock.
Hence we have taken every Dress, every Summer Dress, formerly
sold from $6.95 to $16.75, and divided up in Four Groups for
fast selling.

silk; some are jersey. ..Sizes
16 to 38......................................

J
tJJta

just 59 Silk Dresses.

While

they last they are going at—

/I

Sizes

18“

14 to 40.

. GROUP FOUR
The cream of the lot. Not a
low priced dress in this lot.
Sizes at the time of writing
were 16 to 44. While they

At the time of writing had

just 64 Silk Dresses.

4k J|

At the time of writing had

GROUP THREE

V

Bjl ■■

All Cotton Dresses at $1 and $2

Sale Begins Wed, Morn,Sept,4.
Sale Ends Saturday Night, Sept. 7
RAILROADS TO THE RESCUE

I

“Why are no other industries called (government officials and the public
upon to make a 50 per cent, reduction still recognize the fact that the rail
in their prices to help tho drouth roads are an ‘essential’ industry.
sufferers? The railways are incur Other means of transportation may,
ring as heavy losses of enrslngs with government aid, divert traffic
owing to the business depression as from them; but the public is still al
‘How quickly the government and any other industry. The demands most ns dependent as ever on the rail
people of the United (States call upon ! made upon the railroads are, however, roads for service both under normal
the railways for extraordinary action ‘ a tribute to them. They show that and abnormal conditions.”
in many kinds of emergencies!” says
the ‘‘Railway Age.”
“Other and |
competing means of transportation
are being fostered with government
aid; but it is notable that when a
large part of the country recently was
stricken by drouth it was not the
highways or the waterways, but the
railways, to which the government
and people turned, and from which
they got unusual service and a 50
per cent, reduction of rates on live
stock and feed to save the drouthstricken territory from disaster.
“Floods, drouths or storms—it is
always the same. When the Missis
sippi valley was flooded a few years
ago and navigation was practically
suspended, the property of the rail
ways suiTered heavy damage, hut
their officers and employes worked
night and day to make repairs, de
toured trains from one road to an
other, and people in the flooded
CONFECTIONERS
areas were rescued, passengers and
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM
ROCKLAND
freight were moved, and in a surpris
ingly short time railway service was
completely restored.
“In the terrible weather of last
winter the use of all kinds of motdr
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
| vehicles was widely suspended, but,
Wouldn’t you, too, Ilk© a face powder although trains were delayed, the
thjX will keep shine alVay—stay on railways continued to function and to
longer—spread smoothly—not clog handle their usual traffic, as well as
| that which usually moves by highway,
the pores—and always ho so pure and i Likewise this summer, when many of
fine? it is made by a new French the principal inland waterways are
process and Is called M'ELLO-GLO. too low for navigation, the railways
Everybody’s
It is surely a wonderful Face Pow are handling the freight of which the
der. Just try M’EULO-(MZ). Corner v.aterways were supposed to ‘relieve’
Sweetheart!
Drug Store and all other good stores. (them.
>
Floods, Drouths Or Storms This
Great Agency Must Play Its Im
portant Part

Candy Special
THIS WEEK

Candy Figs
29c lb.
CHISHOLM BROS.

New Face Powder
Now The Fashion

“ANYBODY’S
WOMAN”

• • ♦ •
Do you remember the story recent
ly telling how Jacques Gordon, the
distinguished violinist, one day
"made himself up" In the disguise of
a street musician nnd played "Ave
Marla" and other selections on his
$40,060 violin on a street corner, re
ceiving "only" $5.51 in contributions
for half an hour's playing. While
the amount Mr. Gordon received! does
not tally very well with the usual
small “wage” of the street musician,
some one figured out Judt how badly,
or how well, the distinguished violin
ist, Mr. GorSon, did fare In his ad
venture ns a street musician.
"He did not do so badly at that.
He was earning money at the rate of
$11.02 per hour, and at eight hours
a day, and six days to the week, and
52 weeks to the year, his yearly In
come would be l$27,495.92."
• • • •
The Nash New England Company
(of Boston) starts off each business
day in its used-car department with
a "sing,' a good old-fashioned sing
by the entire sales force of 20 men.
The Idea which comes from K. F.
Watson, promotion man for the or
ganization.
"is
based
on
the
thought," he says, "that a man sings
because he’s saving money, nnd he's
making money because his business Is
good."
This Is distinctly a new feature
for Automobile Row. The men have
entered into the spirit of the “sing"
160 per cent. and. with'the direction,
"Now then, fellows; three minhtes

GROUP TWO

GROUP ONE

Z
<
Just 37 Dresses, some are

WEDNESDAY
A
Hotel
Room
Romance!

STARK DRAMA!
COMING

THURSDAY

A nigbt of revelry
that begins in a hotel
room. 'Ends in a wed
ding ceremony at three
o’clock In the morning!

LILA LEE

“SINS OF THE
CHILDREN”

In

with

RUTH

“SECOND

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
LOUIS MANN
LEILA HYAMS

CHATTERTON

WIFE”

CONRAD

,

A story as sincere as it is startling.
Plumbing the depths of human emo
tions!

NAGEL

On. the Stage

FIVE

and

ACTS

CLIVE BROOK

Also

ADDED

Act

Comedy

with

Audio Review
Comedy
“Noisy
Neighbors”

LAST TIME TODAY

RKO

Evolution

CLARA BOW

VODVIL

In

Twa

“Love Among the Millionaires”

In Paramount's All Talking Drama

From a story by Gouverneur Morris
NOW SHOWING

“SEA GOD”
with

Richard Arlen, Fay Wray
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Performances

At 2.00 and 7.30

Home of
Paramount
Picturea

One of the
Publix
Theatrea
Tat. 409

SHOWS
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

Telephone 892

One of the Publix Theatres
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ANOTHER

MAINE

AIRPORT

Splendid Offspring cf Rockland’s Port Places Aroostook
County On the Rig Map
A landing field nearly three times
d snorted, pulling carload after
the size of the present one in Boston
load of big brown luscious pota- down the valley and thence to
has been created in Northern Maine,
rid markets.
Ireland’s gift to
in the relatively small but actually
sqbe Isle was bearing golden fruit
great town of Presque Isle, and ha<
45.000 acres gave their yield. In
just gone into commission. Because
e time the geld returned and
esque Isle went on a buying spree,
the enterprise in its beginnings was
dilapidated farm house with six
bound up with the Curtiss-Wright
seven high-powered cars standairport at Rockland it has particular
- in front of it became a common
interest to the people of this e m:ht. That fall one merchant sold
' fur coats. It was during this
munity. We are indebted to the Bos
riod that a visitor saw an expensive
ton Evening Transcript for permis
iring car parked on Main street,
sion to reprint the accompanying
the back a lamb bleated ipipatientwell-told story, with its attractive
The visitor remonstrated with
pictures which that distinguished
should get a truck.” he obpublication has kindly loaned The
you’ll spoil that beautiful car
Courier-Gazette for reproduction:
carryin; : stock in it.”
By Franklin Jordan
Even by an air line it is twentyfive miles farther from Rockland
to Presque Isle. Me., than it is be
tween Boston and New York.
Be
tween these two points lies mile on
mile of forest, field ami stream for
the most part -uninhabited.
At a
glance, it is difficult to see what
possible connection can exisr between
the lime manufacturing city perched
on a nook of the rugged Maine sea
coast and the little six thousand
population town furrowed down in
the fertile Aroostook valley a do* -n
miles from the Canadian border on
the North.
Yet the enterprise of a former sea
captain who has furled his sails ’nJ
spread wings to make Rockland. Me.,
an active aviation center, has also
put Presque Isle on the
with a 270-acre airp n t—
five acres of the size t
airport at London, as
Detroit airport ami
times the size of the pi
airport.
His harnsto
found the An os ook p<
prosperous after six 1
their enthusiastic rec<•• >tion re
not only in the field. 1
enough to make it an .'
port of entry and n”'
to be seriously consid*on airlines betv on Mo:
John.
This prosp ri‘y which cnab> <1 :
enterprising captain to start
moving, is one of the impt<which the casual visitor gains aim s
on arrival. Traffic is a real on
:
in Presque isle. Though ii n;e
population smaller than pr
any suburban town ol Bosi••'.<. h
long Main (and almost only •
lined with autom< bill
everyone in Presque Isle own- a «• ■<
and an expensive one at tha
>■•>
only do they own their ears, bu
many of these farmers own siz i -1
amounts of stock in the <onipano
that made them. Within the vein
$150,000 has been raised to tin •')<■
a new hotel and it took only two day
to raise $40 000 for tin- airpor
Presque Isle is not half-hearted in it
support of community < nterprises.
Just a Gamble
After the six lean years-y- .-Irs j.
patient planting, tiresome niltivatio
and then disastrous harv< st> cam
the first year of success. On the Ion
rusty-railed sidings beside the hug
potato bins, freight engines puffei

"Shucks,” rejoined the farmer, “I
ain’t got no other use for it.”
It was about this time that the
Northern Maine Fair made its annual
appearauce * on its spacious grounds
at Presque Isle. Among the attrac
tions was a barnstorming Waco airp’ane piloted by Jack Dodge, formerly
of Newton Highlands. It had been
st nt there by Captain William Wincapaw. manager of the Curtiss-Wright
Flying Service base at Rockland. Me.
Captain Bill had been playing the
!'• irs all season and Presque Isle was
merely on the list.
j
Dodge warmed up his machine on a
field adj ining the fair grounds, part
I of the field which is now incorporated
in the Presque Isle airport. Several
jyoung men promptly went up for a
1 l.ark followed by several more and
the hi t thing Dodge knew people
v/er
mding in line waiting for him
!
take them un and around on the
i t’irce-do!l..r hoi). Presque Isle was
''ind’r its wings—it liked the sudden
! ash of air and the mosaic pattern of
s farmlands. fringed with distant
woods and mor distant tumbled
Over The Spree

ntcr eight young men of
•le went to Rockland and
s
il nt pilots. Next seawa last year, again found
) an 1 before the last potato
;cn marketward, 2884 tarbeen pulled out of the
the wealthy Bangor &
railroad.
By this time,
sle was over its poverty>ree and was settling down
le most of its wealth,
time. the young men who
o Rockland returned home
rith their private pilots
id* r their arms. Three of
ph Merritt. Donald Scott
McKay. • chipped in and
OX Robin, and from then
• Isle saw so much of airit a flight today over the
n attracts less attention
Albany-bound plane does

M anwhile. other citizens of the
town, having watched from afar and
discovered people could go up and
■I vn in flying machines without
. ‘tiing kilb'd. became interested. In
tli*- course of events, the Presque Isle
Natioinal Bank block was duly letteri'd with a standard marker. Then
last January several members of the
Merchants’ Association, of which R.
\\. Wight is president, made up a

committee to look Into the possibili
ties of an airport for Presque Isle.
Seaplane Base and All
Captain
'Wincapaw,
who
had
aroused the interest, was invited up
to pick out a site, and chose the pres
ent one, about a mile from tho center
of the town, on the west side of the
Presque Isle stream and adjacent to
| a little brook which the airport own
ers plan to convert into a seaplane
'and flying-boat landing area. Interest
'grew. Someone suggested sending an
[airplane load of Aroostook potatoes
to President Hoover and it was done.
| A Canadian mail plane had a forced
(landing on the proposed field and
Lieutenant Gerald Smead, of the Cur
tiss-Wright
Rockland
base
and
graduate of Brooks and Kelly fields,
who had been stationed at Presque
Isle by Captain Wincapaw, took a
group of men ice-fishing.
This last, insignificant as it seems,

was a big factor. There are many Dobl
influenti.il business men of Presque ed a’
Isle who enjoy ice fishing at Big Fish Depa
or Machias lakes, but the sixty-mile who
trip over the road takes a full day. |153rc
j Consequently, the times were few and Cam
I far between when these busy men J and
[could spare several days for a fishing Cran
(trip. One chilly dawn last winter, !Aroo
Smead took off with a Travel Air car
Ion skis and exactly twenty-eight • H. 5
nninutes after landed his party on Big camt
[Fish Lake. In the late afternoon he i dent
picked up the fishermen again and, Rani
(returned them home in time for a hot of dl
(supper. And the total price was an
even ten dollars.
jn
Then Presque Isle decided it needed by C
an airport without further delay, (died
Duly on March 17. it was incorporated porai
.with Colonel M. S. W. Dingwall, an ip.-t elect
Isurance broker, one of the leading |and
spirits behind the drive
Another and
I e nthusiastic worker was Dr. E. H. Ing I

I A. J. Beck for Washburn. H. H. Hig
gins for Mapleton and Raymond
Kierstead for Easton.
j With $40,000 raised in the drive, tli '
[corporation purchased its land for
$20,000. put $10,000 into a 100x80 foot
j wooden hangar now under construc
tion and has $10,000 left for surfacing
and other improvements.
Mean'while. Captain Wincapaw has leas'd
(the land for Curtiss-Wright and the
airport is already turning in a
revenue, which will be put into fur
ther improvements.
| The ground selected is on the State
road which leads to Mapleton, and is
part of three farms, about 700 feet
above sea level. For the most part it
I is level enough , with an excellent
(natural drain.
Prevailing wind ’s
north and the longest runway ex
tends in that direction 3200 feet while
the east and west runway is about
(Continued on Page Four)

ILLUSTRATIONS
1— Colonel M. S. W. Dingwall, Insurance Broker and President of the Presque
Isle Airport, Who Raised $40,000 in Two Days to Put the Airport Across,

2— Presque Isle, Taken from the Edge of the Airport and Showing ths North
ern Maine Fair Grounds.

3— 'Captain William Wincapaw, Manager of the Curtiss-Wright Flying Serv
ice Base at Rockland, Me., Who Started Things at Presque Isle.
4— Along the Line of the Port: (Left to Right) Ralph H. Merritt, Bueineee
Manager of the Field; A. H. Smith, Secretary, and H. N. Crandall, Treae.
5— Seaplane Base at Rockland Showing the Administration Building, Ramp
(Right) and a Portion of the Harbor.

6— Lieutenant Gerald Smead, of Curtiss-Wright, Chief Pilot at Presque lele,
7— Where the Money Came From—Potato Crop in Bloom at Presque lele.
8— Mirror Lake Near Rockland, Me., One of the Many Thousand Lakes rn
Maine Which Serve as Emergency ^Landing Fields for Flying Boots on
Route to Presque Isle.
9— Closeup of the Seaplane Ramp—One of ths Finest in the Country.
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